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ABSTRACT
Studies of the evolution of hotspot swells, mantle plumes, and Hawaiian
basalts are presented in three parts in this dissertation. In part 1, the evolution of
mid-plate hotspot swells are simulated numerically as an oceanic plate rides over a hot,
upwelling mantle plume. The transient heat transfer equations, with time- and spacedependent boundary conditions, are solved in cylindrical coordinates. Geophysical data
are used to constrain the models. Formation of the Hawaiian swell requires a
mechanism of convective thinning of the lithosphere. The models constrain the
Hawaiian heat source to have a maximum anomalous temperature of 250-300 °C, and a
perturbing heat flux 5-6 times the background value. On the other hand, the Bermuda
swell is likely produced by heat conduction due to weakness of the heat source. In
part 2, an analytic model of axisymmetric mantle plumes is presented. Plume parameters
beneath the lithosphere, which are constrained from the swell models, are used to infer
the plume source regions. The Hawaiian plume likely originates near the core-mantle
boundary, but other hotspots may have shallower sources. Chemical plumes are much
narrower than thermal plumes because of low chemical diffusivity in the mantle. For
mantle plumes driven by combined thermal-chemical diffusion, the chemical signature of
the source regions may only be observed near plume centers. Finally, melt generation
and extraction along the Hawaiian volcanic chain are discussed in part 3. As a part of
the plate moves over the heat source, melting largely takes place in the region where
the lithospheric material is engulfed and swept away by the flow of the heat source.
At least three mantle components must be involved in the melt generation: the plume
material, the asthenosphere, and the engulfed lithospheric material. Significant amount
of melts may also come from direct melting of the upwelling plume at depths below the
initial plate-plume boundary. Melt extracts continuously from an active partial melting
zone of 10-20 km thick, which moves outward as heating and compaction proceed. The
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models explain Quantitatively the general characteristics of Hawaiian volcanism as the
result of plume-plate interaction.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

One of the most striking features of plate tectonics is the linear chains of
ocean islands and seamounts. The best example is the Hawaiian-Emperor volcanic chain,
which stretches nearly 6000 km across the North Pacific Ocean and shows clear age
progression (see Clague and Dalrymple [1987] for an overview). Wilson [1963] introduced
the concept of "hotspot", suggesting that the Hawaiian volcanic chain is formed by the
Pacific plate moving over a hot melting region in the stationary interior of a
convection cell in the mantle. This idea was further advanced by Morgan [1971, 1972],
who views hotspots as surface manifestation of hot, narrow plumes from the deep
mantle. Morgan listed about 20 hotspots. He suggested that these mantle plumes are
fixed to each other, and thus may form a reference frame for studying relative motions
of the plates. This idea has been substantiated by global inversion of the relative
motion of plates [Minster et al., 1984].
Research over the last two decades has supported the principles of the theory
of hotspots and mantle plumes. The hotspot hypothesis has several important corollaries
that can be and have been tested to varying degrees. Among these are that I) the
volcanoes should become progressively older to the west and north as a function of
distance from the Hawaiian hotspot; 2) the latitude of formation of volcanoes should
reflect the present latitude of the hotspot rather than the present latitude of the
volcanoes; 3) since the active mechanism is beneath the lithosphere, the Hawaiian
seamount chain should show no relation to the structure of the sea floor; 4) the
volcanic rocks of the volcanoes should be similar in both chemistry and eruption
sequence for each volcano along the chain, or should change in a systematic and
coherent way.
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Studies have shown that the above corollaries about hotspot hypothesis are all
basically true. Radiometric dating of the Hawaiian volcanoes has shown a clear ageprogression with a migrating rate of about 9 cm/yr, similar to the speed of the Pacific
plate [Minster and Jordan. 1974]. This progressive aging is also evident in the degree
of erosion, subsidence and geological evolution of the volcanoes along the chain (see a
review by Clague and Dalrymple [1987]). Geochemical studies have shown that the
ocean island basalts (alB) are distinct in composition from the mid ocean ridge basalts
(MORB), thus indicating a source rooted in the deep mantle [e.g., Hart et al., 1973;
Schilling. 1975].

Despite the success of hotspot hypothesis as being a viable explanation of the
origin of seamount chains, there are still many basic questions which remain
unanswered. The mechanism involved in hotspots has been a subject of great.
controversy. Most previously proposed hotspot models can be grouped into four basic
types [Clague and Dalrymple. 1987]: 1) propagating fracture driven by lithospheric
stresses [e.g., Solomon and Sleep, 1974; Turcotte and Oxburgh, 1978]; 2) thermal or
chemical driven convection [e.g., Dietz and Menard, 1953; WilSOIl, 1963; Morgall, 1972;
Richter alld Parsolls, 1975]; 3) melting caused by shear between the lithosphere and the

asthenosphere [Shaw alld Jackson. 1973]; 4) mechanical injection of heat into the
lithosphere [e.g., Detrick al/d Crough, 1978; Detrick et al .. 1981]. None of these models
can satisfactorily explains all of the kinematic, physical, and chemical observations of
the Hawaiian seamount chain. The direct evidence of the existence of hotspots are the
volcanic ridges and the surrounding hotspot swells, which are shallow seafloor
departing from the depth-age curve estimated by Parsolls al/d Selater [1977]. Recent
evidence, such as the changes of residual topography and anomalous heat flow along
Hawaiian volcanic chain, favors a thermal origin of the swell. As to the two most
popular swell models, the model of base heating [Detrick al/d Crough, 1978; Mel/ard al/d
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McNutt, 1982] and the model of dynamic support [Morgan, 1971; McKenzie et al., 1980;
Parsons and Daly, 1983; Courtney and White, 1986; Robinson and Parsons, 1988], the

former model fails to explain the rapid uplifting of the young Hawaiian swell. The
latter model is usually based on steady state convection which does not consider the
variation of boundary conditions with time, thus is hard to test and can not be applied
directly to study the evolution of hotspot swells.
For mantle plumes, there is no direct evidence of their existence in the
mantle, and our knowledge of their origin is largely speculative. For example, the
proposed depth of the source regions of mantle plumes range from 220 km [Anderson,
1982] to the core-mantle boundary [e.g., Yuen and Peltier, 1980; Loper and Stacy,
1983]. The fixity of mantle plumes is poorly understood. Although it has been shown
from relative plate motions and paleomagnetic data that M orgall's [1972] hypothesis of
relative hotspot fixity is basically correct, some research indicates relative motions
among hotspot [e.g., Molnar and Atwater, 1973]. Chase alld Liu [1985] analyzed a global
set of hotspot traces with radiometrically determined age progression. The results show
that the average speed of hotspot proper motion is of the same order as the speed of
plate motion. The proper motion of hotspots on the Pacific plate demonstrate a general
coherency, with north Pacific hotspots moving north and south Pacific hotspots moving
south. Both are moving down the gradient of the long-wavelength geoid anomalies.
This, combined with the fact that hotspots are spatially correlated with longwavelength geoid anomaly, may indicate that the sources of mantle plumes are
embedded in the lower mantle convection system.
One of the most perplexing problems of mantle plumes is their apparent
persistence in the mantle for tens of millions of years. Earlier models appealed to the
strongly temperature-dependent mantle viscosity. It is assumed that once a localized
thermal perturbation formed a low viscosity thermal conduit, heating by the core will
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keep driving mantle material upwelling following the conduit [e.g., Parmelltier et al.,
1975]. Recent evidence of depth-dependent mantle expansivity, thermal conductivity,
and internal heating all tends to discourage the development of narrow low viscosity
conduits in the deep mantle [e.g., Leitch et al., 1989; Bohler and Chopelas 1989; Yuel/
et al., 1989]. The assumption of the core-mantle boundary as the source region

generating mantle plumes is further questioned by recent evidence of a chemical
boundary layer co-existing with a thermal boundary layer near the core-mantle
boundary [Creager al/d Jordan, 1986; Youl/g al/d Lay, 1987]. Studies have shown that,
with a dense chemical layer at the bottom of the mantle, the thermo-chemical
convection is strongly time-dependent [Hal/sel/ and Yuen, 1988; 1989].
The origin of ocean island basalts (OIB) has been subjecting to intensive
studies. According to the hotspot-mantle plume hypothesis, OIB should reflect the
chemical composition of the lower mantle. Geochemical and isotopic signature of most
OIB are indeed distinct form the mid ocean ridge basalts (MORB), which is produced
from the asthenospheric material (see White [1985]) for a summary). Mass-balance
calculations suggested that the continental differentiation only affected the upper
mantle, leaving the lower mantle basically primitive [Jacobsen al/d Wasserburg, 1979; De
Paolo; 1980]. But there is no solid evidence of primitive signature found in OIB.

Geochemical and isotopic studies of OIB have lead some workers to suggest that OIB
may produced from recycled oceanic crust material [Chase, 1981; Hofmal/I/ and While,
1982]. Heterogeneity of upper mantle has made all the interpretation more difficult
[e.g., Zindler el al., 1984].
Obviously, the problems of hotspots and mantle plumes are too extensive to
be encompassed all in a single Ph.D dissertation. I have focused my studies on the
evolution of midplate hotspot swells, the thermal-chemical mantle plumes, and the
evolution of Hawaiian basalts. The work is designed following a simple logic, and the
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results are presented in the following three chapters. In chapter 2, the evolution of
midplate hotspot swells is simulated numerically, with consideration of time- and space
dependent boundary conditions. Surface observable, such as residual topography, geoid
anomalies, and anomalous heat flux, is used to constrain the mechanism of heating, and
the size and strength of the heat source underneath the lithosphere. These results are
then used in chapter 3 to infer the nature of mantle plume source regions, through an
analytical model of axisymmetric mantle plumes due to thermal and chemical diffusion
from a point source. In chapter 4, time- and space-dependent melt generation and
extraction along Hawaiian volcanic chain are investigated. The calculations show that
the general characteristics of Hawaiian volcanism can be explained as the result of
plate-plume interaction. A general summary is presented in chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 2

EVOLUTION OF MID-PLATE HOTSPOT SWELLS:
NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS

SUMMARY
The evolution of mid plate hotspot swells on an oceanic plate moving over a
hot, upwelling mantle plume is amenable to numerical simulation. In this model, the
plume supplies to the lithosphere a Gaussian-shaped thermal perturbation and dynamic
support dominated by thermal buoyancy. I consider the two fundamental mechanisms of
transferring heat, conduction and convection, during the interaction of the lithosphere
with the mantle plume. The transient heat transfer equations, with boundary conditions
varying in both time and space, are solved in cylindrical coordinates using the
alternating direction implicit (ADI) finite difference method on a 100 X 100 grid. The
topography, geoid anomaly, and heat flow anomaly of the Hawaiian swell and the
Bermuda rise are used to constrain the models. My results confirm the conclusion from
previous work that the Hawaiian swell can not be explained by conductive heating
alone, even if an extremely high thermal perturbation is allowed. On the other hand,
the model of convective thinning predicts successfully the topography, geoid anomalies,
and the heat flow anomalies around the Hawaiian islands, as well as the changes in the
topography and anomalous heat flow along the Hawaiian volcanic chain. The model
constrains the Hawaiian plume to have a half-wavelength of about 500 km, a center
heat flux 5-6 times the background value, and a convective current velocity 3- 10 times
that of the background convective current. Comparatively, the mantle plume for the
Bermuda rise is much weaker. Conductive heating is probably the dominant mechanism
for the evolution of the Bermuda rise.
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2.1 Introduction

Midplate hotspots are usually surrounded by broad areas of shallow seafloor
that depart from the topography predicted by the standard seafloor cooling model.
These anomalous regions are known as hotspot swells. Examples include the Hawaiian
swell, the Bermuda rise, and the Cape Verde rise. Most transverse profiles of hotspot
swells are approximately of Gaussian shape, with peak amplitudes 1-2 km above
background and wavelengths of 500-2000 km. Cape Verde rise has the largest peak
amplitude of over 2 km [Courtney and White, 1986; McNutt, 1988]. Hotspot swells are
typically associated with anomalous heat flow (8- IO mW 1m2) and positive geoid
anomalies of 6-8 m at the crests [Crough, 1978; Haxby and Turcotte, 1978; Detrick et
al., 1981, 1986; Von Herzen et al., 1982], with Cape Verde rise again being the largest,
showing geoid anomalies of over IO m and anomalous heat flow of 16 mW 1m2 [Courtney
and White, 1986; McNutt, 1988].
The study of hotspot swells is important in terms of understanding the
evolution of oceanic lithosphere, as hotspot swells comprise up to 30-50% of the area
of oceanic lithosphere [Crough, 1983], and the formation of hotspot swells is a very
important cause of vertical movement of oceanic plates, probably second only to
subsidence from the spreading centers. Another less appreciated but very important
reason of studying hotspot swells lies in their genetic relationship to mantle plumes. It
is generally believed that hotspot swells are the product of lithospheric interaction
with mantle plumes. Observations on hotspot swells, such as heat flow anomaly,
topography, and geoid anomaly, can be regarded as "filtered" (by the lithosphere)
information about the mantle plume beneath. Modeling of the processes of the
formation of hotspot swells may help us to put constraints on the structure of the
mantle plumes and shed light on the dynamics of the mantle.
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Among the various models for the formation of hotspot swells, dynamic
support [Morgall, 1971; McKellzie et al., 1980; Parsolls alld Daly, 1983; Watts et al.,
1986; Robinsoll and Parsolls, 1988] and base reheating [Detrick and Crough, 1978;
Mellard and McNutt, 1982] are most popular. Most models are based on observations of

the Hawaiian swell. The heat flow pattern along the swell, the subsidence of the swell,
which fits plate cooling models [Crough. 1978; Von Herzen et aI., 1982; Detrick et al.,
1981], and the variation of volcano heights [Epp, 1984] all point to a thermal origin.
Some recent heat flow measurements by
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Herzell et al. [1987], however, show

complex variations and indicate that the total picture of the heat flow patterns on the
Hawaiian swell is stilI incomplete. Geoid anomalies, which indicate mass deficiencies in
the lower part of the lithosphere, have been used to favor models of lithospheric base
heating [Crough, 1978; Crough alld Jarrard, 1981; Mellard alld McNutt, 1982; McNutt alld
Shure, 1986].

By putting heat sources into the lower part of the lithosphere and then
cooling it conductively, the simple base heating models produce a remarkable fit to the
observed data. The difficulty with these models has been the mechanism of heating.
Although thermal conduction is successful in explaining the evolution of the Hawaiian
swell after heating, it is almost impossible to produce more than 1000 m uplift in a
few million years as is observed in the Hawaiian swell by purely conductive heating. In
most thermal models the problem of uplifting rate is either ignored or bypassed
[Detrick alld Crough, 1978; Detrick et al., 1986].

The models of dynamic support, which treat the swells as the surface
expression of convective cells, are also essentially thermal models. The thermallyinduced buoyancy force, which drives mantle convection, is the dominant term in the
normal stress supporting the swells. With a properly chosen viscosity structure for the
upper mantle, these models can also fit the observed topography, geoid anomalies, and
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anomalous heat flow at the Hawaiian swell and other swells [Parsons and Daiy, 1983;
Courtney and White, 1986; Robinson and Parsons, 1988]. However, since these models

are usually based on steady state convection and do not consider changes of boundary
conditions as the plate rides over the mantle plumes, they are difficult to apply
directly to the temporal evolution of hotspot swells.
In this work I simulate numerically the evolution of midplate hotspot swells
on an oceanic plate moving over a hot mantle plume. Since in both lithospheric
reheating and dynamic support models it is the thermal structure of the lithosphere and
the mantle plume underneath that controls the formation of swells, we will concentrate
on heat transfer between plume and plate and the evolution of thermal structures in
the lithosphere, without worrying about the detailed rheologic structure of the mantle
flow. The transient heat transfer equations, with the lower boundary conditions varying
in both time and space as plate rides over mantle plumes, are solved in cylindrical
coordinates. The Hawaiian swell and the Bermuda rise are used as examples because of
the well-documented heat flow, geoid anomaly, and topography [Von Herzen et ai.,
1982; Detrick et ai., 1986].

The questions I attempt to answer in this work are (I) what are the
mechanisms of heat transfer in the formation of hotspot swells? and (2) what can we
learn about the physical properties of the mantle plumes, such as their temperature and
velocity? In the following sections I will first present the numerical scheme. I will
then discuss the evolution of the Hawaiian swell and the Bermuda rise separately. I will
show that the Hawaiian data indicate the lithosphere being thinned convectively by a
strong mantle plume, while the formation of the Bermuda rise is more likely dominated
by thermal conduction due to relative weakness of the mantle plume.
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Figure 2.1. (a) Geometry of the problem studied in this work, in which an oceanic
plate moves over a upwelling mantle plume. (b) A section of the lithosphere cut
perpendicular to its direction of motion. The transient heat transfer in this domain
satisfies equation (2). The parameter = is taken positive downward. r = 0 is the axis
of the swell. Also shown here are the boundary conditions.
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2.2 Numerical models

Figure 2.1 shows the geometry of the problem considered in this work. An
oceanic plate moves with constant speed over an axisymmetric, upwelling mantle plume,
which introduces a Gaussian-shaped thermal perturbation to the base of the plate. In
cylindrical coordinates, the transient heat transfer equation is
8T
pCp

at
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r ar(kr
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where T = T(r,z,¢',t) is the temperature field and p, C p and k are the density, heat
capacity and heat conductivity of the lithosphere, respectively.

H, the rate of the

heat production within the lithosphere, is negligible in oceanic plates for the short
time scales that we are considering.

Assuming constant conductivity and an

axisymmetric heat transfer of the lithosphere, equation (I) reduces to

(2)

This is an approximation, because within a moving plate the heat transfer is not
exactly axisymmetric even with an axisymmetric plume. Here K = kj pCp is the thermal
diffusivity. Figure 2.1 b shows a section of the plate cut perpendicular to its direction
of motion. Due to the symmetry of the problem, only half of the section needs to be
studied. We assume that initially the thermal perturbation is zero and the plate is at
thermal equi~ibrium. Since bothl;"t'ltE: 'd~waiian swell and the Bermuda rise are located on
lithosphere older than 80 m.y., this is a reasonable assumption.
Boundary conditions are shown in Figure 2.1 b. The temperature at the Earth's
surface is set at zero for all time. The vertical boundary at r = 0 (i.e., the axis of the
swell) is adiabatic due to the symmetry of the problem. The right boundary is also
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adiabatic since it is far enough from the heat source that the lateral thermal gradient
there proves to be negligible. The lower boundary condition, which varies in both time
and space as the plate rides over the plume, is where most of the complexity arises.
In this work we consider two fundamental mechanisms of transferring heat
into the lithosphere. In the first case, heat flux is introduced into the lithosphere by a
mantle plume, but within the initially defined lithosphere, heat is only transferred by
conduction. The initial lithospheric material is neither removed nor significantly
stretched. Therefore "thinning of lithosphere" occurs only in the sense of uplifting the
1350·C isotherm which marks the initial plate-asthenosphere boundary. We will refer to
this case as the model of pure conduction. This i!; similar to previous heating models in
which constant heat flux is introduced to the base of the lithosphere [Spohn and
Schubert, 1982]. The difference is that we will consider the changes in heat flux during

the plume-plate interaction. Because heat flux across the plume-plate boundary is
proportional to the thermal gradient at the boundary, unless the heated lithospheric
material is removed, the heat flux into the lithosphere must drop with time. Therefore
in this case the lower boundary heat flux is described at L, the initial lithospheric
thickness, and is a function of only rand t: q

= q(r,t,z = L).

In the second case we assume that a strong mantIe plume can remove the
heated lithospheric material. This case is therefore referred to as a model of
convective thinning. The lower boundary heat flux is now a function of r, t as well as
z: q = q(r,t,z). Whether convectively thinning is sufficient to produce hotspot swells is

an issue of controversy. Emerman and Turcotte [1983] modeled a hot mantle flow, with
temperature-dependent viscosity, impinging on a cold, rigid half-space. Their conclusion
was that the lithospheric thinning rate is too low to produce the Hawaiian swell.
However, although the upper part of the lithosphere acts rigidly, the lower lithosphere
may deform ductiley [Parsons and McKenzie, 1978]. Yuen and Fleitout [1985] show that
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with a temperature- and pressure-dependent viscosity, mantle plumes can efficiently
thin the lithosphere. We will discuss this problem in more detail later. On the other
hand, there is much evidence, such as anomalous heat flow and geoid anomalies
[Crough, 1978; Menard and McNutt, 1982], that supports the idea that the lithosphere

is thinned by additional heat from hot mantle material. Since convective thinning is
likely to predict an evolution history of swells significantly different from other
mechanisms, it is interesting to see if the observation along the Hawaiian seamount
chain and the evolution of the Bermuda rise favor such a mechanism.
Equation (2) with various boundary conditions is solved using the finite
difference alternating direction implicit (AD!) method. The grid size used in this work
is 100 X 100. The AD! method is unconditionally stable with respect to time steplength. Convergence of the numerical scheme was demonstrated by attainment of
equilibrium in a few iterations after a small thermal perturbation. The models are
constrained by the observed topography, heat flow, and geoid anomaly, which are all
related to the thermal structure of the lithosphere and the mantle plume underneath.
The wavelengths of the swells involved are over 1000 km, so the flexural effects in the
lithosphere have been ignored.
The topographic uplift can be related to the thermal perturbation by
h=

~ r\~..1.T(Z,r,t)
dz
0

(3)

Pm - Pw

where Pm and Pw are the density of the mantle and the sea water, respectively, ..1.T is
the thermal perturbation, ex is the volumetric thermal expansion coefficient, and Zc is
the depth of isostatic compensation; that is, above zc. each column has the same
amount of mass. Theoretically, Zc should be at the depth of the plume source region,
which we do not know. In previous reheating models, Zc is usually taken as the depth
of the lithosphere [Mareschal, 1981; McNutt, 1987]. In dynamic support models the
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uplift is related to thermal perturbation in a similar way, except that

Zc

is usually

taken to be 700 km, the assumed depth of upper mantle convection [Courtlley alld
White, 1986; Parsolls alld Daly, 1983; McKenzie et al., 1980].

A brief comparison of the models of lithospheric reheating and dynamic
support here may be helpful. There are two points that we would like to emphasize.
First, these two models are not very different in the way the surface observables are
predicted. In the models of dynamic support, the dominant term in the supporting
force, i.e., the normal stress in the convective flow, is the thermally-induced buoyancy
force. The viscous stress, which is missing in reheating models, is much smaller than
the buoyancy force due to the slow motion of mantle convection. Just as in the
reheating model, the topography, the geoid anomalies, and the anomalous heat flow are
mainly contributed by thermal perturbation in the lithosphere and the mantle plume
underneath.
Second, the differences between these two models are likely minor in terms
of accounting for the thermal contributions to the surface observables. Although in a
dynamic support model the surface observables depend on thermal perturbation in both
upper and lower thermal boundary layers as well as in the interior of the convection
cells, most of the contributions are from the temperature variation in the upper
thermal boundary layer, which is near the base of the conducting lid and is largely
within the depth of thermal plate [Parsolls alld Daly, 1983; Courtlley alld White, 1986].
This explains why both reheating models and dynamic support models can fit the data
well, while the former only considers thermal structure in the lithosphere and the
latter integrates all contributions from a depth of 700 km.
Robillson alld Parsons [1988] showed that variation of viscosity structure in

the convection cells would complicate the surface response, with greater effect on
geoid anomalies and less effect on topography. Clearly, a full consideration of the
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contributions to the surface observables requires better knowledge of the rheological
structure of the lithosphere· and mantle plumes and solution of the coupled momentum
and thermal equations in three dimensions. Nonetheless, the fact that a simple
reheating model can produce remarkable fit to the data indicates that this is at least a
good approximation.
In this study we take

Zc

at 90 km, the depth of the initial base of the

lithosphere. The reason of choosing such a initial lithospheric thickness is to keep
other parameters, such as the conductivity, the base temperature, and the background
heat flux, in a self-consistent system. Other reasonable choices may alter some details
of this work but are not likely to change the major conclusions. Geoid anomalies are
related to thermal perturbation as

21rGfC zAp(r ,z,t)dz

N= -

-

g

21rG

-

g

0

ClPI

fCzAT(r,z,t)dz

(4)

0

where G is Newton's constant, g is the gravitational acceleration, and PI is the
reference density of the lithosphere (i.e., without thermal perturbation) [Turcotte alld
Schubert, 1982].

The surface heat flux is calculated as

q (r,t,z=O) =k AT(r,t)
Az

(5)

where AT(r,t) and Az are the differences in temperature and distance between the top
two rows of the numerical grid.
In the following two sections we will discuss the formation and evolution of
the Hawaiian swell and the Bermuda rise separately. Physical parameters used in these
models are summarized in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1. Parameters used in the

sw~1I

models

Parameters

Definitions

Values

L

initial lithospheric thickness

90 km

d

length of the plate section solved for in
equation (2), see Figure 2.1 b

700 km

k

thermal conductivity

3.3 W/moK

Pw

density of sea water

1050 kg/m 3

Pm

mantle density

3300 kg/m3

PI

reference density of lithosphere

3300 kg/m 3

a

volumetric thermal expansion coefficient

3.5 x 1O- 5;oK

K

thermal diffusivity

8 x 10- 7 m2 /s
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2.3 Hawaiian swell

The Hawaiian swell is one of the best studied midplate swells. The broad area
of shallow ocean floor surrounding the Hawaiian islands was first reported by Dietz
and Menard [1953]. The Hawaiian-Emperor seamount chain, which extends 3500 km

across the central Pacific Ocean, was suggested to be the result of the oceanic plate
moving over a melting point or mantle plume [Dietz and Menard, 1953; Wilsall, 1963;
Morgan, 1972]. Most swell models were developed in an attempt to explain the

formation of the Hawaiian swell [Walcott, 1970; Watts, 1976; Detrick alld Crough, 1978].
The variation of topography and heat flow along the Hawaiian seamount chain, as well
as the shallow compensation depth, all support a thermal origin for the swell [Crough,
1978; Detrick et al., 1981; Vall Herzen et al., 1982]. The heat flow pattern at the swell,

however, is probably quite complicated [Vall Herzell et al., 1987].
The difficulty with the reheating models has been the rapidity with which the
topographic expression of the swell establishes itself. The distance from the southwest
front of the Hawaiian swell to the swell crest near Oahu is about 600 km. With the
Pacific plate moving at 99 mm/yr, the ocean floor is required to uplift more than 1000
m in 6-7 m.y. Such a uplift rate is too high for conductive base heating to explain,
since the thermal conductivity of the lithosphere is very low.
It is unlikely that this problem can be solved by merely increasing the

perturbing heat flux. Constant high heat fluxes were suggested in previous models
[Spohll and Schubert, 1982; McNutt and Shure, 1986]. However, in a more realistic

situation, the assumption of constant perturbing heat flux becomes invalid. Heat flux
across the plume-plate boundary is proportional to the thermal gradient at the
boundary.

Without removing the heated lithospheric material, heat flux across this

physical boundary must drop with time. To demonstrate this, we show here an extreme
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be stationary in this case. The drop of lower boundary heat flux shown
only to the decrease of the thermal gradient at the plume-plate boundary.
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case. We introduce a Gaussian-shaped heat flux, with the maximum value 21 times
higher than the background at the plume center, into the base of a stationary plate.
Such a perturbing heat flux is probably too high to be realistic. Our purpose here is
just to show the incapability of the pure conductive heating model when even very
large thermal perturbations are allowed. (Note that a perturbing heat flux higher than
this was suggested by Spohn and Schubert [1982].)
After 6 m.y. of heating, only about 500 m of uplift is produced. This is
because high heat flux across the plume-plate boundary cannot be sustained with time
in a purely conductive heating model. As one can see from Figure 2.2, the perturbing
heat flux initially had the peak value of 1050 mW 1m2, dropped to about half of
its initial value in only 0.1 m.y. and down to only about 200 m W1m2 after 1 m.y.
Furthermore, such a high thermal gradient would require the temperature of the lower
lithosphere to be as high as 2000·C or more. It is unlikely that the lower lithosphere
can sustain such high temperature without both melting and flowing. This would then
lead to a mechanism of convective thinning.
Controversy regarding whether mantle currents can thin the lithosphere
effectively will be discussed later. It is our point of view that if the formation and
evolution of the Hawaiian swell can be successfully predicted by the convective
thinning model, it will then be a strong argument in favor of such a mechanism. In the
following we will present some results of the convective thinning model.
For simplicity, we take for the mantle plume a uniform temperature T p '
referred to as the mean temperature of the plume. As the surface plate rides over the
mantle plume, the lithospheric material in contact with the plume is engulfed by the
plume current as soon as its temperature reaches T p. This is done in the numerical
model by keeping the grid points at temperature T p once they reach this value, in
effect replacing them with mantle plume material, until this part of plate moves off
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the heat source. The Gaussian-shaped lower boundary heat flux is allowed to move up
with the thinning process, because with continuing removal of the heated lithospheric
material from the base, the thermal gradient at the upmoving plume-plate boundary can
be treated as nearly constant.
The lithospheric thinning process in this numerical scheme is undoubtedly a
simplification. The real process is certainly more complicated and probably involves
both temperature- and pressure-dependent rheology. However, if convective thinning is
really the major mechanism responsible for the formRtion of the Hawaiian swell, the
thinning rate must be high, and no matter what rheology one may use, temperature will
be the dominant factor. Therefore, at least for considering the evolution of the thermal
structure, our method is a reasonable approach.
In the numerical experiments, we vary the strength and the size of the heat
source to match the topography as well as anomalous heat flow along the Hawaiian
seamount chain. One of the best fitting results is shown in Figure 2.3. Crough [1983]
pointed out that although the topography, geoid anomaly, and heat flux around the
Hawaiian islands may be explained by various models, the successful models should also
explain the changes of topography and heat flow anomaly downstream along the
Hawaiian volcanic chain.
Figure 2.3 shows that the model of convective thinning not only explains the
rapid uplift but also matches well the observed changes of topography and heat flow
anomaly after the plate moves off the hotspot. The half-wavelength of the heat source
used here is 500 km, with the maximum heat flux 5 times higher than the background
value. The anomalous temperature of the plume is constrained to be 250°C, which is
very similar to the values obtained from different approaches [Yuen and Fleitout, 1985;
McNutt and Shure, 1986]. Curve A is based on half space cooling; that is, heat only

diffuses to the Earth's surface after the plate moves off the plume. Curve B considers
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the fact that the mantle plume which removes the lower lithospheric material and fills
in the space is hotter than the surrounding mantle. Thus after the plate moves off the
plume, heat diffuses not only to the Earth's surface but also to the surrounding
mantle. Both curves match the observation well, and curve B fits slightly better. (The
two peaks of the observed topography are in regions disturbed by seamounts and
fracture zones. Hence the data there may not be representative.)
Since it should take a few million years to produce a swell obvious in
seafloor topography, about 200 m, the heating time in our model should be a few
million years longer than that measured from the edge of swells. Plume parameters
constrained in this model are fairly robust. The acceptable range of variations for the
size of the heat source is about ±50 km, and for the anomalous plume temperature and
lower boundary heat flux, bounds are approximately ±30°C and ±50 mW 1m2,
respectively. Some of the plume parameters constrained in this model are shown in
Table 2. Because of the try-and-see method commonly used in forward models, table 2
may not include all possible values of the parameters that would produce acceptable
results.
It was noticed during the numerical experiments that the modeled heat flow

anomalies are always lower than those observed at the young part of the swell but
higher than those observed at the old part of the swell, as one can see in Figure 2.3.
The modeled topography has the same problem though less markedly. Similar problems
are seen in previous thermal models [VOIl Herzell et al., 1982]. One possible explanation
is related to the recent heat flow measurements reported by VOIl Herzell et al. [1987],
which show that the heat flow pattern at the Hawaiian swell may be more complicated
than that found previously [VOIl Herzell et al., 1982].
Another explanation for the discrepancy is probably the neglect of magmatic
activity in these models. Intrusion of sills and dikes is undoubtedly associated with the
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Table 2.2. Constrained parameters of the Hawaiian plume
and Bermuda plume
Properties*

Hawaiian

Bermuda

Anomalous heat flux

250-300 mW1m2

90-120 mW/m2

Half wavelength

450-550 km

300-350 km

Anomalous plume
temperature

-250-300°C

-100-150°C

Radial velocity of plume relative
to background convection (V p/V m)

3-10

2-4

Convective thinning?

yes

no

*Heat flow and velocity values are those at the center of the swells. Half
wavelength is defined as 20- of the Gaussian-shaped heat source.
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formation of hotspot swells. This would increase the heat input at the young part of
the swell and explain the heat flow and topography being higher than the predicted
values. As a consequence of this, the heat is brought convectively to the surface
earlier and results in lower heat flow and topography than predicted for the old part
of the swell.
Figure 2.4 shows the evolution of the thermal structure of the lithosphere.
Profiles are perpendicular to the propagation direction. The heat flux across the lower
boundary of the plate at various times is shown at the bottom. Heat is transferred into
the lithosphere by the convective current of the mantle plume, which sweeps away the
lithospheric material as soon as its temperature reaches the mean temperature of the
plume. When this happens, the surface observables are controlled by thermal anomalies
in both the heated lithosphere and the material of the mantle plume that filled the
space left by lithospheric thinning. At time = 9 m.y., more than half of the predicted
surface heat flow anomaly, topography, and geoid anomaly are contributed by the
mantle plume material filling in the lower lithosphere. The lithosphere is continuously
thinned until the plate moves off the plume. The swell is then dominated by conductive
cooling. The perturbing heat in the plume and in asthenospheric material that has filled
in the lower lithosphere diffuses to thl,l Earth's surface as well as to the surrounding
mantle, as shown by the negative heat flux in Figure 2.4c. The extra heat supplied by
the plume will eventually diffuse away, and a new thermal equilibrium will be reached.
Notice that the thermal gradient is concentrated near the lithosphere-plume boundary
during the interaction.
The elastic thickness, usually defined by isotherms between 450·C and 650·C
[Watts, 1978; Turcotte and Schubert, 1982, p. 340], is hardly reduced during formation
of the swell. The thermal structure around the Hawaiian islands, as shown in Figure
2.3b, is generally consistent with the seismic studies by Wiens and Stein [1983]. They
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[1978].
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suggested that the 750°C isotherm should be 48 km or deeper, as indicated by the focal
depth.
The geoid anomaly of the Hawaiian swell is +6 to 8 m near the crest and
correlates with topography [Crough, 1978]. The modeled value fits well with the
Hawaiian data (Figure 2.5). The curvature of the geoid anomaly-topography correlation
indicates that the lithosphere is thinned more at the center of the swell than at its
margins. The compensation depth at the center predicted by this model is 60-70 km,
which agrees with previous work [Crough, 1978; McNutt, 1986].
Cautions for interpreting the geoid anomalies and the compensation depth
arise from a two-dimensional convection model [Robinson et at., 1987], which shows
that variation of the viscosity structure of the convection cell can have a large effect
on the calculated geoid anomalies and cause an apparent shallow compensation depth
result, although the thermal anomalies may be actually deeper.

The fact that our

convective thinning model, which is constrained by the changes of topography and heat
flow anomalies along the Hawaiian seamount chain, also produces a reasonable fit to
the geoid anomalies around the Hawaiian island may indicate that a thermally related
mass deficiency indeed exists in the lower part of the Hawaiian plate. McNutt [1987].,
using a inverse method without the constraint from geoid anomalies, also reached the
same conclusion. Figure 2.6 shows the contour maps of topography, geoid anomaly, and
heat flow anomaly of the Hawaiian swell predicted by this model. The predicted
residual topography is quite comparable to the Hawaiian swell.
We have shown that the anomalous temperature and the size of the plume, as
well as the perturbing heat flux supplied by the plume, can be constrained by the
geophysical observables along the Hawaiian seamount chain. What else can we learn
about the plume? One important parameter for studying the dynamics of the plume is
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its velocity, which may be estimated from this model. Heat transfer across the
boundary of a convective fluid and a solid satisfies Newton's law of cooling:
(6)

In our case, q is the heat flux across the lower boundary of the lithosphere, T p is the
mean temperature of the mantle plume, Ts is the temperature at the base of the
lithosphere, and h is the mean convective heat transfer coefficient, which is a function
of the velocity of the plume current relative to the plate. In equation (6), q and LlT

=

(T p - Ts) are constrained in this swell model. The plume velocity may then be
estimated from h. There are two ways to do so, depending on how we approximate the
geometry of the heat transfer problem. If we treat the plume-plate heat transfer as
that from a convective current flowing adjacent to a flat plate, h is related to the
plume velocity through two nondimensional numbers: the NusseIt number, Nu = hx/kp
and the Reynolds number, Re = Vx/v. The parameter kp is the conductivity of the
plume, x is the characteristic length, V is the horizontal velocity of the plume relative
to the plate, and v is the viscosity of the plume. In this case the Nusselt number can
be written as [lncropera and DeWitt, 1985, p. 293]
Nu = O.664Re 1/ 2 Pr l / 3

(7)

where Pr = K/v is the Prandtl Number. Rewriting Re and Nu in terms of V and h, we
have
(8)

Referring to (6), we see that the strength of the mantle plume is proportional to the
square root of its velocity relative to the plate. Alternatively, we may treat the plumeplate heat transfer as that between a free convective fluid and a cold upper plate. In
this case the Nusselt number can be written as [lncropera and DeWitt, 1985, p. 395]
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Nu = 0.54Ra l / 4

(9)

where Ra is the Rayleigh number: Ra = QgATx3 /Kv . We can define a reference
velocity V C' V c

= (gQATx)1/2,

for the free convective fluid.

(V c is the maximum

velocity that may be expected for free convection. It neglects viscous effects and
assumes that the input thermal energy is transformed completely to kinetic energy. See

Jaluria [1980]. Notice that Vc is vertical here.) Rewriting equation (9) in terms of VC '
we have
kp
h = [0.54- (~)1/4]v'V:
x 1 / 2 vK

c

(10)

It is very similar to equation (8) and notice that we have once again the square-root

relationship between the strength of mantle plumes and their velocities.
If we know the parameters in the bracket of (8), the radial velocity of the
plume can be calculated from (8) and (6). Otherwise we may estimate the horizontal
velocity of the plume adjacent to the plate-base relative to the background convection,
by assuming similar physical properties for the plume and the surrounding mantle and
comparing heat fluxes introduced to the base of the plate. In this case we have

(11 )

where Vp' qp and V m' qm are the velocity and heat flux of the plume and background
current, respectively. T p and T m are the mean temperatures of the plume current and
the background convective current, respectively. If we assume that T m is about 50·loo·e higher than the temperature at the lithospheric base, the velocity of the
Hawaiian plume is estimated to be 3-10 times higher than that of the background
convection near the center of the plume. Our estimate is based on a plume current
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flowing parallel to a steady plate. Motion of the plate would complicate the flow
pattern. However, since the plume current flows radially at the base of the plate, the
general effect of the motion of the plate would be increasing the heat transfer on the
upstream part of the plume (where the plume current flows in the direction opposite to
the moving plate) and does the opposite on the downstream side of the plume. The
total effect is probably minor.

2.4 Bermuda swell

The Bermuda rise is a broad topographic swell in the North Atlantic.

It is

about 900 km long and 500 km wide, approximately delineated by the 5000-m-depth
contour [Detrick et al., 1986]. The characteristics of the Bermuda rise include residual
topography of 800-1000 m at the peak, associated with a geoid anomaly of 6-8 m and a
heat flow anomaly of 8-10 mW1m2.

These features are very similar to those of the

swells surrounding recent volcanic islands, such as Hawaii, and may indicate a similar
origin as that of Hawaiian swell, despite the lack of recent volcanic activity [Crough,

1983; Detrick et al., 1986]. To model the formation of the Bermuda rise is, however,
more difficult than the Hawaiian case.
development of the swell.

First, we do not know the timing of the

Second, there is no clear volcanic chain to show that the

topography and heat flow change with time.
Most of the history of the Bermuda rise is deduced from studies of the
sediments. The major constraints include [Tucholke and Mountain, 1979; Reynolds and

Aumento,

1974] (I) initial uplift of the swell in middle Eocene (45-50 Ma),

(2) volcanism during late-middle Eocene to early Oligocene (33-43 Ma), (3) submergence
of the volcanic island starting in late Oligocene (-25 Ma), and (4) total subsidence
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since then of no more than 100-200 m.

Geoid anomaly and heat flow data were

compiled by Detrick et al. [1-986].
Although the poor quality of the Bermuda data does not allow us to model its
evolution in detail, it is possible to put some constraints on the major mechanism and
the heat source responsible for its formation.

It is obvious from the topography and

heat flow anomaly of the Bermuda rise that the heat source under the lithosphere at
Bermuda must be much weaker than that of the Hawaiian swell. The plate moves only
15 mm/yr here compared with 99 mm/yr at Hawaii. The same heat source as that of
the Hawaiian swell would cause enormously high heat flow and uplift here.Detrick et al.
[1986] have suggested that the strength of the heat source is linearly proportional to
the plate velocity, and they attribute the weaker Bermuda plume and consequently the
different developmental histories of the Hawaiian swell and the Bermuda rise to
different plate velocities.

We have shown in the last section that (I) the strength of

the heat source is proportional to the square root of the relative velocity between the
plume current and the plate, and (2) because the mantle plume adjacent to the plate
base flows radially, movement of the plate would increase heat flux upstream and
decrease it downstream, probably by a small amount.
Besides, it is unlikely that the difference of the developing histories of these
two swells can be explained solely by the relative strength of the two plumes without
invoking further considerations of the difference in the heat transfer mechanisms. To
prove this, we have calculated one extreme case, assuming that the effect of plate
motion is only to increase the heat flux across the lower boundary of the plate.
Under this assumption, the Bermuda plume should be 2.6 (=

~)

times weaker than

that of Hawaiian swell, according to Detrick et al. [1986, equation (2)].
The results produced by the convective thinning model are presented in Figure
2.7 (curve A).

The squares in Figure 2.7 represent the constraints on the history of
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the Bermuda rise [Tuclzolke and Mountain, 1979; Reynolds and Aumento, 1974]. The
lower limits of these squares are largely arbitrary, but the upper limits are well
constrained.

Since the present uplift is 800-1000 m, and since no more than 200-m

subsidence has occurred, the maximum uplift of the Bermuda rise was likely no more
than 1300 m. It is clear from Figure 2.7, curve A, that both the predicted uplift and
the subsidence are too large. The heat flow anomaly predicted by this model is even
worse. It is about 40 mW1m2, 4 times of the observed value! This cannot be attributed
to the simplicity of this model, which considers only thermal perturbation above the
initial lithospheric depth.

Including the additional contributions from the interior of

the convection cells and the lower boundaries, as one would do in a dynamic support
model, would only make the problem worse. This is true at least for the topography,
which receives positive contributions from all the depth [Parsons and Daly, 1983;
Robinson and Parsons, 1988].

A simple reduction of the strength of the heat source cannot solve the
problem. The fact that less than 100-200 m of subsidence occurred in the last 25 m.y.
indicates that the plate was still heated for most of that period (otherwise more than
500 m subsidence would be predicted by the half-space cooling model), in which case a
heat flow anomaly higher than 20 mW1m2 would be predicted by the convective
thinning model, even when the mean temperature of the plume current is set as low as
that of the surrounding mantle.
The Bermuda data clearly indicate a slow heating process with a thick
conductive lid. It is interesting to see that the model of pure conduction, which failed
to explain the Hawaiian swell, may play a dominant role in the formation of the
Bermuda rise.

Curve B in Figure 2.7 is one model of conductive heating. The heat

source introduces heat flux about 2 times higher than the background value, and the
half wavelength is 350 km. The predicted uplift satisfies the constraints quite well.
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The predicted geoid anomaly is 6.5 m at the peak, in the observed range of 6-8 m.
The heat flow anomaly predicted by this model is about 14 mW1m2, slightly higher than
the 8-10 mW/m2 observed value. The compensation depth predicted by this model is
about 55-75 km. Some parameters of the Bermuda plume constrained in this model are
shown in Table 2.
Figure 2.8 compares the modeled and observed heat flow anomaly patterns
across the Bermuda risco

The predicted maps of the residual topography, heat flow

anomaly, and geoid anomaly for a slow moving plate are shown in Figure 2.9.

The

contours are more circular than those of a fast moving plate (see Figure 2.6). This is
due to a smaller contrast of the heating history for the different parts of the slow
moving plate.

Mantle plumes swept by the moving plate would also cause

similarphenomena, but this problem is more complicated and beyond the scope of this
work. (For a simple kinematic model for this problem, see Sleep [1987].)

2.5 Discussion

We have shown that the geophysical observables at the swells, as well as their
evolution history, impose important constraints on the mechanisms producing the swells.
The Hawaiian data require a strong mantle plume and require that the lithosphere be
thinned by the mantle plume. The plume under the Bermuda rise is undoubtedly weaker
than that of the Hawaiian swell.
transferring heat in this case.

Thermal conduction is the dominant mechanism of
This, of course, does not exclude the possibility of

some small degree of convective thinning. The mantle plume parameters constrained in
this work are summarized in Table 2.
If the different strength of the mantle plumes indeed reflects the intrinsic
properties of various plumes instead of some superficial results of plate velocities, then
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this information may bear important implications for mantle dynamics. There are good
reasons to believe that mantle plumes come from different depths, have various source
regions, and have different histories. Studies of geochemistry and isotopic chemistry
have revealed a large range of variations among hotspot-related basalts [e.g., White,
1985; Kurz et ai., 1982]. Physical parameters of mantle plumes constrained from swell

models, when combined with the geochemical characteristics, can help us to shed some
light on the formation and the source region of various mantle plumes through inverse
modeling [Liu and Chase, 1988].
One of the questions that may arise in connection with this work is whether
the plume flow can effectively remove hea;::ld lower lithospheric material.

The

mechanism of convective thinning has been proposed to account for the development of
continental rifts and hotspot swells [e.g., Crough, 1978; Spohn and Schubert, 1982].
One of the strongest objections is from the work by Emermall and Turcotte [1983]. In
their model the lithosphere is assumed to be rigid down to the depth of the thermal
plate, and a hot mantle flow, with temperature- dependent viscosity, impinges on the
plate base.

The thinning of the Iithospnere is then studied in the context of a

boundary layer flow.

Their results show that the thinning rate is about I order of

magnitude smaller than that indicated by the Hawaiian data.
The lower part of the lithosphere, however, may not be rigid but is likely to
participate in convective flows [Parsons and McKenzie, 1978].

A low-viscosity zone

induced by hot mantle plumes beneath the swells wiII increase the instability of the
lower part of the lithosphere [Yuen and Fieitout, 1985; Robinson et ai., 1987].
Considering this factor and using a temperature- and pressure-dependent rheology,
Yuen and Fleitout [1985] showed that the lithosphere can be thinned effectively by

mantle plumes. The anomalous temperature of the Hawaiian mantle plume obtained in
their model is about 250'C, almost identical to our results.

Experimental work,
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although not directly related to our model, also indicates that the lithosphere may
thinned by mantle plumes [Olson and Nam, 1986].
Besides the anomalous heat flow and geoid anomalies at hotspot swells, there
is also overwhelming evidence associated with continental rift zones and grabens
indicating that the lithosphere may be thinned in a significant amount [see Spohn and
Schubert. 1982, and references therein].

A clearer picture of the detailed interaction

between mantle plumes and the lithosphere needs better constraints on the rheological
structure of the plate and mantle plumes.

The success of our convective thinning

model in predicting the formation and evolution of the Hawaiian swell should provide a
strong argument in favor of such a mechanism.
One

alternative

mechanism of transferring

heat convectively into the

lithosphere is by magmatic injection [Withjack, 1979]. The rate and magnitude of the
magma injection are not clear, but they are likely confined to the central part of the
swell.

Otherwise, widespread volcanism would be expected, instead of the narrow

limitation of volcanism to the center of volcanic islands.

The thermal stress field

induced by base heating does not favor the development of fractures which are
necessary for extensive magmatic intrusion. Nonetheless, a certain amount of magmatic
intrusion is certainly associated with the formation of hotspot swells, and this
mechanism may improve the fit of our predictions to the observations.
Other mechanisms, such as flexural deflection, are probably only of minor
importance.

The maximum elastic fore bulge due to the loading of a Hawaii-size

volcanic island is less than 500 m. Heating by mantle plumes should not significantly
affect the elastic thickness of the plates.

This is particularly true for the Hawaiian

swell, which experiences a relatively short heating history because of rapid plate
motion.

The Bermuda rise, on the other hand, is warmer and weaker due to a long

heating history.

This is consistent with the seismic studies [Wiens and Stein, 1983],
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which show focal depth as deep as 48 km under the Hawaiian swell but no deep events
at Bermuda.

2.6 Conclusions

Our numerical models have confirmed that mid plate hotspot swells are mainly
produced by the thermal interaction between the lithosphere and mantle plumes.
Conclusions we can draw from this work include the following:
1) Both thermal conduction and thermal convection may play important roles in the
evolution of hotspot swells.

The mechanisms of heat transfer at the base of the

lithosphere depend on the strength of the mantle plumes. A strong plume may thin
the lithosphere convectively and cause rapid uplift, while in the case of a weak
mantle plume thermal conduction will dominate the heat transfer.
2) The Hawaiian swell is likely caused by interaction of a fast moving plate with a
strong mantle plume.

Convective thinning of the lithosphere is an important

mechanism for its formation.

As the plate moves off the plume, space created by

removing the lithospheric material is filled with hot plume and asthenospheric
material.

The heat then diffuses away through conduction, causing the observed

pattern of subsidence and heat flow anomaly along the Hawaiian volcanic chain.
The perturbing heat flux at the lithospheric base is 5-6 times higher than the
background value near the center of the plume. The radial velocity of the plume
adjacent to the base of the plate is 3-10 times greater than that of the background
convection. The isostatic compensation depth is 60-70 km.
3) The Bermuda rise is probably the result of a slow moving plate heated by a
relatively weak mantle plume.
material effectively.

The plume is too weak to remove lithospheric

Conduction is the dominant mechanism of transferring heat
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into the plate. The radial velocity of the plume is about 2 times higher than that
of the background convection. The maximum perturbing heat flux is 2-4 times that
of the background value. The compensation depth is similar to that of the Hawaiian
swell.
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CHAPTER 3
AN ANALYTIC MODEL OF AXISYMMETRIC MANTLE
PLUMES DUE TO THERMAL AND CHEMICAL DIFFUSION

SUMMARY
I present an analytic model of axisymmetric mantle plumes driven by either
thermal diffusion or combined diffusion of both heat and chemical species from a point
source. The governing equations are solved numerically in cylindrical coordinates for a
Newtonian fluid with constant viscosity. Instead of starting from an assumed plume
source, I deduce constraints on the source parameters, such as the

depth of the

source regions and the total heat input from the plume sources, using the geophysical
characteristics of mantle plumes inferred from modelling of hotspot swells. The
Hawaiian hotspot and the Bermuda hotspot are used as examples. Narrow mantle plumes
are expected for likely mantle viscosities. The temperature anomaly and the size of
thermal plumes underneath the lithosphere can be sensitive indicators of plume depth.
The Hawaiian plume is likely to originate at a much greater depth than the Bermuda
plume. One suggestive result puts the Hawaiian plume source at a depth near the coremantle boundary and the source of the Bermuda plume in the upper mantle, close to
the 700 km discontinuity. The total thermal energy input by the source region to the
Hawaiian plume is about 1.3 x 1011 watts. The corresponding diameter of the source
region is about 100-200 km. The chemical plume is much thinner than the thermal
plume due to the much smaller diffusivities of chemical species in the mantle.
Accordingly, the pure chemical signature of the source region may only be observed
near the plume center. Solutions for a two-dimensional thermal plume driven by a line
source are also obtained for comparison, and the results show that dimension is a very
important factor for the nature of mantle plumes.
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3.1 Introduction

In the last chapter I have shown that some parameters of mantle plumes
underneath the lithosphere may be constrained from swells models. In this chapter I
will use these results to infer the source regions of mantle plumes, such as their
depth, size, and total input of thermal energy.
Despite much work on mantle plumes, many very basic questions are still
undecided. Our knowledge of the plume source regions is largely speculative. This is
mainly attributable to the complexity of the problem, and the fact that observations
are limited in number and precision, and their inversion is not obviously unique.
Various simplifications have to be introduced to make the problem solvable. Parmelltier
et al. [1975] simulated the formation of mantle plumes in a cylindrical enclosure heated

from the base; Yuell alld Schubert [1976] studied thermal plumes adjacent to a vertical
isothermal plate. Analytic models of mantle plumes originating at the D" have been
proposed by Loper [1983], Loper alld Stacy [1983], and Sleep [1987]. Some numerical
solutions have been obtained for time dependent two-dimensional convective sheets with
various rheology [Christellsell. 1984; Boss alld Stacks. 1985, Olsoll et al.. 1987].
Formation of mantle plumes has also been simulated in the laboratory [Olsoll and
Singer. 1985; Whitehead. 1975].

While the previous models are mostly restricted to two dimensions, mantle
plumes are clearly three dimensional. I will show later that dimension is very important
for the nature of mantle plumes. We also need to put some constraints on the plume
source parameters, which are usually taken as a priori condition in the earlier models.
The depths assumed for plume sources range from 220 km [Anderson. 1981] to the
core-mantle boundary [Yuen alld Peltier. 1980; Stacy alld Loper. 1983] in" various
models. On the other hand, large differences in the chemical and isotopic features
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among oceanic island basalts (OIB) indicate that mantle plumes may originate from
various source regions (see White 1985), and perhaps at various depths. Chemical
perturbation may also play a large role in the formation of some mantle plumes, as
recent studies indicates the existence of a combined thermal and chemical boundarylayer at the core-mantle boundary [Creager and Jordan. 1986; Young and Lay. 1987].
Clearly, models linking the physical and chemical features observed at hotspots to the
plume source regions would be very helpful in understanding the nature of mantle
plumes.
I present here a model of steady-state, axisymmetric mantle plumes driven by
either thermal diffusion or simultaneous diffusion of both heat and chemical species
from a point source. The problem is solved in cylindrical coordinates for a Newtonian
fluid with constant viscosity. Instead of starting with an assumed source region, I tried
to put some constraints on the source parameters, such as the depth and size, by using
the characteristics of plumes underneath oceanic lithosphere deduced from swell
modelling [McNutt. 1987; Liu and Chase. 1989]. Despite the simple rheology used in this
model, the results reveal some important features of mantle plumes. In the following, I
shall first present the analytic model for axisymmetric mantle plumes. I will then
discuss the nature of thermal plumes and see what constraints we may deduce for the
plume source parameters. Finally I will discuss mantle plumes driven by simultaneous
diffusion of heat and chemical species, and show that the pure chemical signatures of
the plume source regions may only be observed near the plume center.
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3.2 Axisymmetric mantle plume model

Mantle plumes, like other natural convective flows, are driven by the
buoyancy force due to thermal gradients, or chemical gradients, or a combination of
both. When the source region is much smaller than the depth of the plume, which is
likely to be true for mantle plumes, it may be approximated as a point source [Jaluria,
1982, p. 1l0]. For Newtonian fluid and with Boussinesq and boundary layer
approximations, the governing equations for the axisymmetric plumes resulting from
simultaneous diffusion of heat and chemical species from a point source can be written
as [Mollendor/ and Gebhart, 1974]:
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As shown in Fig. 3.1, x, u and y, v are the coordinates and velocity components in the
axial and radial directions, respectively,

1/

=

p./p is the kinematic viscosity, g is the

gravitational acceleration, T is temperature and c is the concentration of chemical
species,

Q

and

Q

*

are the volumetric thermal and chemical expansion coefficients,

respectively. K is the thermal diffusivity and D is the chemical diffusivity. The
subscript

00

denotes locations far from the plume center. Nomenclature used in this
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x

u
v

Figure 3.1.
Coordinate system for an axisymmetric mantle plume driven by diffusion
of heat and chemical species from a point source. x, u and y, v are the coordinates
and velocity components in the axial and radial directions, respectively. To and Co
denote the temperature and concentration of chemical species on the plume axis. Too, Coo
are the temperature and chemical concentration far from the plume axis. 6t is the
thickness of the thermal plume (defined at (J = 0.01).
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work is also tabulated in Appendix 1. Boundary conditions result from the axial
symmetry and asymptotic nature of the plume:

at y=O:

au

--.::
By

V

aT
ac
= -By = -By =0', T = To, c = Co

as y--+oo: u--+O; T --+ Too ; c--+c oo

(5)

Mol/endor/ and Gebhart [1974] showed that eq.(I)-(5) may be turned into a set of
ordinary differential equations by employing the following similarity transformations:

'1=

r-;::;:x ~ Gr,t;

y 4

(6)

where '1 is a nondimensional space variable, f('1) is the nondimensional stream function,
and

(7)

Gr,t and Gr,c are the Grashof numbers, Nt, Nc and n are constants. If there are no
sources in the flow field and viscous dissipation is neglected, n is required to have the
value of -1 by the law of conservation of energy and mass [Mollendor/ and Gebhart.
1974]. The stream function t/J defined by

Y u=~'
ay ,

at/Jyv= -

ax

(8)

automatically satisfies the continuity equation. Substituting eq.(6)-(8) into eq.(I)-(4), we
have
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~ (~)(Ly+ () + ( Gr,c)C

T/

T/

Gr,t

T/

=

0

(9)

(T/(}')' + Pr(f()' + f'(}) = 0

(10)

(T/CY + Sc(fC' + f'C) = 0

(11)

where Pr = v/K is the Prandtl number and Sc = v/D is the Schmidt number. The
boundary conditions after similarity transformations are
f(O)

= f'(O) = (}(O)

- 1

and f'( 00) is bounded.

= (}'(O) = C(O)

- 1 = C'(O)

=0
(12)

Caution must be taken when the above model is applied to mantle plumes. The
mantle is characterized by slow viscous flow with practically infinite Pr number. In an
isoviscous mantle this means a viscous plume much wider than the thermal plume.
Notice in eq.(5) and eq.(12), some of the boundary conditions are described at infinity,
thus an accurate solution to all the three fields of velocity, temperature and chemical
concentration would require integration over a region far beyond the thermal plume.
This is not only difficult in numerical modelling, but also unrealistic in physics. It is
unlikely that a mantle plume can induce large-scale vertical motions away from the
thermal plume [Richards et al., 1988]. Rather, due to the strong dependence of
viscosity on temperature, upwelling flow will follow narrow conduits confined by
thermal plumes [Morgan, 1972; Loper and Stacy, 1983; Sleep, 1987; Olsoll et al., 1987].
Thus the boundary condition in eq.(5) and eq.(12) should be interpreted as the
existence of a large velocity differential between the thermal plumes and the
surrounding mantle. The two-point boundary value problem posed in eq.(9)-(12) is
solved numerically using the shooting method, which retains all the nonlinearities in
the equations. The boundary conditions in eq. (12) are satisfied at some finite value of
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'7, and this '7 is then increased until there is a negligible change in the solution. The

validity of the numerical results is checked by comparin8 results from both a standard
fourth-order Range-Kutta integration scheme with fixed step length and the fifth-order
Range-Kutta integration scheme with adaptive step size [Press et al., 1984]. We also
reproduced the results of Mollendor/ and Gebhart [1974] for low Pr and Sc (Pr: 0.7-7;
Sc: 0.1-700). For these ranges of low Pr and Sc values, the numerical scheme is quite
stable. Fast convergence and good accuracy for velocity, temperature and chemical
concentration fields are generally obtained, provided a reasonably close guess of the
starting value of f'(O) is used in the shooting scheme. The velocity profiles are
generally a few times wider than the temperature profiles.
When Pr and Sc values increase to those relevant to the man tie, solutions to
the velocity field become poor. This mainly results from the assumption of constant
viscosity in this model, which predicts a very wide viscous plume, as we discussed
above. We do not attempt to resolve the velocity field here. The velocity field of
mantle plumes is poorly constrained by surface observations, and is very sensitive to
rheologic variations [Li et al., 1983a]. We will concentrate on the thermal and chemical
structures of mantle plumes. This is possible, because infinite Pr number implies the
velocity variation away from thermal plumes has little effect on the thermal structure.
The same is true for infinite Sc number to the chemical field. Such effects of high Pr
and Sc values on the thermal and chemical plume are clearly shown in our numerical
results. At a cutoff value of '7 a few times larger than the edge of the thermal plume,
the two different integration schemes produce noticeable differences in velocity, while
the temperature field and the chemical field are quite stable and well resolved. In the
following section we show some results for mantle plumes driven by thermal diffusion
alone and discuss the possible constraints we may put on the plume source regions.
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Table. 3.1. Physical parameters used in the plume models

Parameters

Definitions

Values

Volumetric thermal
expansion coefficient
K

Thermal diffusivity

p

Mantle density

3300 kg m- 3

g

gravitational acceleration

10 m S-2

Heat capacity

(3.3 g cm- 3 )
(1000 cm s-2)
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3.3 Thermal plumes nod constraints on source regions

The importance of thermal diffusion in the formation of mantle plumes is
explicit in the term "hotspot". Indeed, even though for some hotspots chemical
diffusion may play an important role [Ho/mallll alld White. 1982; Presllall alld Helsley,
1982], thermal perturbation will likely still be the dominant driving mechanism. In this
section we show some results of mantle plumes driven by thermal diffusion alone. In
this case eq. (11), the last term in eq. (9), and the associated boundary conditions
vanish from the governing equations. The physical behavior of the plume at any
location can be obtained in terms of nondimensional variables once the governing
equations are solved, provided Qt, the total thermal energy input by the source region
is given:
a.) Temperature anomaly at plume center:

N

where

AT=To - T 00 =~
x

(13)

b.) Vertical velocity:
u =

xII

r-=-- (11
f'
)

(14)

.-J Gr,t

c.) Radius of the thermal plume (thickness of thermal boundary layer, defined at ()

=

0.01):

ot --Tie[

2

21TCJ?I t IL1I2 ]1 ~ _ [_11_-;:-;-_]1
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v x -Tie gaN t

rx

( 15)

where Tie is the value of TI corresponding to () = 0.01.
d.) Mass flow rate:
m = 21TILXf( 00)

(16)
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Some mantle parameters used in this paper are presented in Table I. Our goal here is
to look for inverse solutions. Since the above properties of mantle plumes underneath
the lithosphere can be constrained directly by the surface observations, such as
topography, geoid anomaly, and anomalous heat flow, and deduced from models of
thermal swells [Yuell alld Fleitout. 1985; McNutt. 1987; Liu alld Chase. 1989], we would
like to use these results to constrain the mantle plume source parameters.
Before we do the inversion, it is helpful to

evaluate the plume parameters

we are going to use. The temperature anomaly, AT, is probably one of the best
constrained plume quantities. AT of the Hawaiian plume beneath the lithosphere is
estimated to be in the range of 200-300 °C from various models [Yuell alld Fleitout.
1985; McNutt. 1987; Richardset al. 1988; Liu alld Chase 1989]. The radius of the thermal

plume, ot, underneath the lithosphere is not clear, but at least we may have a good
upper limit as indicated by the "size of hotspot", defined by Jacksoll et al. [1972] as
the area of simultaneous volcanic activity. The plume velocity is both poorly
constrained by surface observations and poorly resolved in this model. Therefore,
instead of seeking inverse solutions in the "least-square" sense, we think the best
approach is to avoid using the unreliable constraints as much as we can under the
circumstances.
First we try to estimate the depth of plume source regions. From eq. (14) we
have Nt = xAT, substitute it into eq.(15) and rearrange:

d = ---=0J..t4_(~g~Q=A:..:T:...!..)__
TIe 4

(17)
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Here we use d to denote the depth of plume source region, in order to avoid confusion
with the spatial variable x. Accordingly, Ot and AT in this equation should be the
values beneath the lithosphere. This equation shows that the depth of plume source
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Table 3.2. Estimation of The Depth of Plume Source Regions

Plume Depth (km)

(Ll T = 250 0K)

a. Hawaiian
Plume
80
90
100

1254.3
2009.1
3062.2

(LlT = 1000K)

b. Bermuda
plume
60
70
80

158.8
294.1
501.7

(Ll T = 3000K)

1505.2
2411.0
3674.7

(Ll T = 2000K)

317.5
588.2
1003.4

Note: Depth is measured from lithospheric base downward. The assumed mean viscosity
of the plume is I-' = 10 20 poise.
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regions may be constrained by the two better-known plume parameters, L.\T and St.
Notice that d varies with 6't\ thus the predicted depth of the plume source is very
sensitive to the size of the thermal plume beneath the lithosphere.
Viscosity also has a strong effect on the plume structure, lower viscosities
corresponding to narrower plumes. As shown in Fig. 3.2, narrow mantle plumes are
expected for relevant mantle rheology. The value of J1.= 1022 poise from glacial rebound
studies [Cathles. 1975; Peltier. 1976] is commonly used for normal mantle. Studies of 2D plumes using temperature dependent rheology shows that the viscosity at plume
center can be 2 -3 orders of magnitude smaller than the ambient mantle [Yuell alld
Schubert. 1976; Li et al. 1983b].

For a given mean plume viscosity, we may use eq. (17) to estimate the depth
of plume source regions. Table 2 show one example. The plume quantities, 5t and L.\ T,
deduced from modeling of hotspot swells [Liu alld Chase. 1989] are used to bracket the
range of the depth of the source regions for the Hawaiian and Bermuda plumes. The
average plume viscosity is taken to be J1.= 10 20 poise here, although the actual effects
of the temperature- and pressure-dependent viscosity may not be straight forward. As
one can see from Table 2, the source region of the Hawaiian plume appears very deep,
close to the core-mantle boundary, while the source of the Bermuda plume is much
shallower.
The major problem here is the uncertainties of 5t. It is undoubtedly much
smaller than the half-wavelength of the hotspot swells, since flow is deflected radially
as the plume impinges on the base of lithosphere [Sleep. 1987]. The diameter of the
Hawaiian hotspot, defined as the area of simultaneous volcanic activity, is about 300
km [Jacksoll et al., 1972], imposing a closer upper bound. Diameter of the Hawaiian
plume below the lithosphere is estimated to be 150 km to 60 km by various authors
[Morgall. 1972; Presnall and Helsley. 1982]. We think 5t=100 km is probably a safe
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Figure 3.2. Effects of viscosity on the structure of the thermal plumes. Height of the
plume is measured upwards from the plume source. Radius is the thickness of the
thermal plumes (= at). Radius = 0 is the plume axis. The numbered curves mark the
boundaries of the thermal plumes calculated for different mean plume viscosities. I: p.
"" 10 20 poise; 2: p. "" 10 21 poise; 3: p. = 1022 poise. See text for more discussion.
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upper limit for the radius, and this would put the Hawaiian plume source at a depth
close to the core-mantle boundary (see Table 2). Assuming 0t is proportional to the
corresponding swell wavelength, comparing the size of the Hawaiian swell and the
Bermuda rise suggests that 0t for the Bermuda plume is about 60-80 km. Together with
the smaller temperature anomaly of the Bermuda plume deduced from the swell model
[Liu and Chase. 1989], the source region of the Bermuda plume is constrained to be

generally in the upper mantle, near the 700 km discontinuity.
The estimated depths in Table 2 are only suggestive, since small errors in 0t
will cause large errors in the predicted plume depth. What may be important here is
the relative depth of these two plumes. It is clear from eq. (17) and Table 2 that d is
very sensitive to 0t and Ll T. The significantly greater values of 0t and Ll T for
Hawaiian plume, as constrained by the surface observations in the swell model [Liu and
Chase. 1989], clearly indicate that its source region is much deeper than that of the

Bermuda plume. One alternative explanation for the lager 0t of the Hawaiian plume
would be that its source region is larger. However, the greater temperature anomaly of
the Hawaiian plume still predicts a deeper source region.
Another source parameter of interest is Qt, the total thermal energy input
from the source region. Qt could be calculated directly from eq. (14), once plume depth
is determined. Large uncertainties of d will, however, severely overshadow the validity
of Qt obtained this way. Fortunately, there is a better way to do it. Notice in our
model of a steady-state plume, there are no heat sources within the flow and viscous
dissipation is neglected. Thus by the law of energy conservation, the total thermal
energy convected in the plume must not vary down stream [Mollendor/ and Gebhart.
1974; laluria. 1982]:

QCx)

= foop CpCT
o

- T oo)J.L(21ry)dy

= Constant = Qt

(18)
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where Q(x) is the total thermal energy convected at x. Thus we may use the heat
supplied to the lithosphere by mantle plumes to approximate Qt. In the case of
Hawaiian hotspot, heat flux distribution beneath the lithosphere can be constrained
from surface observations, such as topography, heat flow anomalies and geoid anomalies
[Sandwell, 1982; McNutt, 1987; Liu and Chase, 1989]. Integrating heat flux from the

Hawaiian plume constrained from our swell model [Liu and Chase, 1989], we find that
Qt of the Hawaiian plume is about 1.3 x 1011 watts. This is slightly lower than
previous estimates [Davies, 1988; Richards et al., 1988], but of the same order. The
total heat loss from the core is around 2.5 x 10 12 watts [Stacy and Loper, 1983;
Gubbins et al., 1979; Loper, 1978], which is approximately the total heat flow carried

by mantle plumes as estimated by Davies [1988]. The heat flow from the core estimated
by Sleep, Richards and Hager [1988] is slightly lower (about 1.1 x 10 12 watts). Thus
the heat input from the source region of the Hawaiian plume is about 1/10 - 1/20 of
the total heat loss from the core. This is probably one

of the reasons we do not

observe many hotspots as strong as the Hawaiian hotspot, especially if base heating is
the dominant mechanism for plume formation [Parmentier el al., 1975].
Knowing Qt, we may also estimate the size of the plume source regions.
Assuming the heat flux from the source region is a few, say 2 to 10, times stronger
than the heat flux from the mantle plume beneath the lithosphere, then the source
region of the Hawaiian plume is approximately 100-200 km in diameter, not much
smaller than the plume beneath the plate. This, however, may be an upper bound for
the size of the plume source. The heat flux from the source region must be very
strong, at least for the Hawaiian plume, to allow the mantle plume to penetrate a large
part of the mantle and not be wiped out by the background convection. With a
constant Qt, a stronger heat flux from the source region implies a smaller size of the
source.
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We can estimate Qt and the size of source region for the Bermuda plume in
the same way. They are about 2.5 x 1010 watts and 70-150 km, respectively. However,
constraints for calculating heat flux to the base of the lithosphere at the Bermuda rise
are poorer than those of Hawaiian hotspot [Liu and Chase. 1989].

3.4 Thermal-chemical mantle plumes

Natural convection may also be driven by chemical gradients. Chemical and
isotopic studies of ocean island basalts (OlD) have lead various authors to propose that
mantle plumes may have originated from fragments of ancient subducted oceanic crust
[Chase. 1981; Hofmann and White. 1982], or from residual peridotite, formed when

oceanic basalts are produced and accumulated in the deep mantle after being subducted
[Presnall and Helsley 1982]. Although there are still a lot of controversies regarding

the origin of OIB, the fact that their chemical and isotopic features are significantly
different from that of the mid-ocean ridge basalts (MORB) clearly indicate that their
source regions are different from those of MORB (e.g., White 1985; Allegre 1982].
Chemical diffusion alone may not be sufficient to produce significant mantle
plumes. It is most likely coupled with thermal diffusion. Plumes due to simultaneous
diffusion of heat and chemical species are described in eq.(I )-(5). Second order effects
(Soret effect and Dufour effect) are neglected here. Thermal and chemical fields are
both coupled with the velocity field, as shown in the momentum equation, but are
decoupled from each other. It can be proved that, for the given conditions in eq.(5),
the chemical field is related to the thermal field as [Boura and Gebhart. 1976]:
C=
where Le

=

oLe

(19)

K/D is the Lewis number. Exact values of the diffusivity for various
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chemical species in the mantle are not clear, but in any case they must be much
smaller than the thermal diffusivity.
It is suggested that at the temperature of particular interest for isotopic

homogenization

between

phases

(1300·C-1400·C),

chemical

diffusion

may

be

characterized by a single diffusion coefficient [Zindler and Hart, 1986]. Experimental
work suggests the value of 10- 13 cm 2 s-1 for solid phases and 10-7 cm 2 S-1 for melt
phases [Hofmann and Hart, 1978]. Thus even in melts, D is still about 5 orders of
magnitude smaller than K. Fig. 3.3 shows one of the resultant thermal and chemical
profiles in the model plume. It is not surprising to see that the chemical boundary
layers are much thinner than the thermal boundary layer.
Figure 3.3 has important implications regarding the generation of OIB magma.
The Hawaiian basalts indicate that there are at least two mantle components in the
Hawaiian plume: an enriched mantle and a relatively primitive mantle [Kurz, Jenkins
and Hart, 1982; Frey and Clague, 1983; Staudigel et al,. 1984; Feigenson, 1986; West et
al. 1987]. This is clearly predicted by Figure 3.3. When pressure-release partial melting
occurs in the upwelling mantle plume, melts from the "chemical plume" accounts only a
portion of the total melts. A large part of the melts may come from the surrounding
mantle, because the thermal plume is wider, and melting is largely controlled by the
thermal structure of the plume. Thus the Hawaiian basalts can be explained by a
thermal-chemical plume from the deep mantle, with a source region enriched in
incompatible elements. This will be discussed more in the next chapter. A possible
candidate for the source material of the Hawaiian plume may be ancient subducted
oceanic crust [Chase, 1981; Hofmann and White, 1982]. Figure 3.3 also shows that pure
chemical signatures of the plume source region may only be observed near the plume
center. However, the radial deflection of the plume head beneath the
makes the effective chemical radius harder to estimate.

lithosphere
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Figure 3.3.
Temperature and chemical concentration fields in a model plume,
calculated for Pr == 3.75 x 10 23 • 8 and C are the nondimensional temperature and
chemical concentration, respectively. 1/ is the nondimensional spatial variable (1/ == 0
corresponding to the location of the plume axis). C 1 and C 2 corresponding to chemical
fields for Le == 10 3 and 10 5 , respectively. Notice that the chemical plumes are much
thinner than the thermal plume due to the low diffusivities of chemical species in the
mantle.
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A large range in geochemical and isotopic characters are observed in ocean
island basalts. It is doubtful that all the hotspots have the same origin. Some hotspots,
such as the Society and Kerguelen island chains, have isotopic characteristics similar to
that of island-arc volcanics [White, 1985]. They also show alkali affinity and low ratio
of 3He/ 4 He ration [Kurz et al .. 1982]. Recycled oceanic crust and sediments may played
a large role in the evolution of these hotspots. Modelling of thermal-chemical mantle
plumes may shed new light on the evolution of ocean island basalts.

3.5

Discussion

We have presented an analytic model of axisymmetric thermal-chemical mantle
plumes. Unlike most previous models where plume source parameters are used as a

priori condition, we have tried to deduce constraints on source parameters using
physical quantities that can be directly constrained by surface observations. Although
this model may not be totally relevant to mantle plumes because of the simple rheology
involved, it does show some interesting features of plumes. This work is a preliminary
step in understanding the evolution of thermal-chemical plumes in the mantle, with
constrains of both geophysical and geochemical observations. Effects of some
simplifications of this model deserve more discussion.
One of the major simplifications in our model is the constant viscosity. This
is a sacrifice in order to obtain analytic expressions for the physical characteristics of
plumes, which are needed for the source-parameter inversion. The problem of the
isoviscous model is that, with infinite Pr number of the mantle, it will produce a wide
viscous plume. Thus regions far from the plume center may have to be included in the
model for a full solution to the thermal, chemical, and velocity fields. This is
numerically difficult, and physically meaningless. Because the viscosity is strongly
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temperature-dependent, upward flows will follow narrow conduits largely controlled by
the thermal structure of the plumes [Yuen and Schubert. 1976; Stacy and Loper. 1983;
Sleep. 1987; Olson et al. 1987]. Therefore in the numerical integration of the governing

equations, the boundary conditions (eq.(l2» may be satisfied by realizing the existence
of a large velocity differential between the plume (largely defined by the thermal
boundary-layer) and the ambient mantle. Consequently the solution to the velocity field
is poor, but the velocity is poorly constrained by the surface observations anyway. The
thermal and chemical structure of the plumes are not significantly affected by velocity
variations away from the plume center, because of the infinite Pr number.
Mantle rheology is. undoubtedly temperature- and pressure-dependent. Using
variable viscosity will certainly cause some modification of the predicted thermal and
chemical profiles, but not much may be gained as far as our goal here is concerned.
Because of the high sensitivity of predicted plume depth to the size of the thermal
plume beneath the lithosphere, as shown by the d - 0t4

relation in eq. (I7),

uncertainties associated with 0t may overshadow any improvement of calculating the
exact plume depth by using more sophisticated rheology. For the same reason, the
conclusion that the Hawaiian plume is much deeper than the Bermuda plume is unlikely
to change with more realistic rheology, since 0t and

~T

of the Hawaiian plume is

clearly greater than that of the Bermuda plume [Liu and Chase. 1989; Davies. 1988;
Detrick et al., 1986]. Similar arguments may be applied to justify our choice of using

Newtonian fluid, although there are some suggestions that cubic-power fluid may be
more relevant to the mantle [Schubert. 1976]. Other results of this work, such as total
thermal energy input from source regions and the relations of the chemical plumes to
the thermal plumes, are not strongly dependent on choice of rheology parameters in
the model.
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Since the temperature anomaly and, especially, the size of thermal plumes
beneath the lithosphere can be sensitive indicators of plume depth, they may be used
to estimate the relative depth of mantle plumes. Knowing the relative depth of mantle
plumes are critical in terms of understanding the dynamics and chemical structures of
the mantle. The strong correlation of hotspot distribution with long-wavelength geoid
anomalies [Chase. 1979; Crough and Jurdy. 1980] indicate that these mantle plumes may
embedded in the lower mantle convective system. Studies of hotspot proper motions
show that their direction of motion are consistent with the gradient of the positive
long-wavelength geoid anomalies [Chase and Liu. 1985]. Combining these results with
relative depth of these mantle plumes may help us to draw a three-dimensional picture
of the pattern of convection in the lower mantle.
We have assumed steady-state plumes in our model. This is probably adequate
as far as our goal of constraining the plume source region is concerned, since here we
are only interested in fully developed mantle plumes. The surface observations, such as
topography, geoid anomalies, and heat flow anomalies, which are used to deduce
constraints for this model, are all long term time-averaged results. One should realize,
however, that thermal-chemical convection in the mantle is a very complicated problem.
Our model only holds when the level of chemical concentration is low, and the
chemical buoyancy works the same way as the thermal buoyancy does. Studies of the
thermal-chemical instabilities at the core-mantle boundary [Hallsell alld Yuen. 1988;
1989a; 1989b] show that, when the chemical gradients act to stabilize the thermal
perturbation, the system can become very complicated and strongly time-dependent.
The temperature- and depth-dependent mantle properties is another factor
that deserves more studies in further modelling. Recent high-pressure experiments has
shown that the thermal expansivity decrease significantly across the mantle [Boehler
and C}/Opelas. 1989; Chopelas 1989]. This will reduce thermal buoyancy in the lower
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mantle and may let chemical perturbation to play a

larg~

role in the formation of

mantle plumes. The compressibility of the mantle and internal heating due to
radioactive decay may also exert a large influence on the development on mantle
plumes [Yuell et al. 1989].
Dimensionality is a factor usually overlooked in previous models of mantle
plumes. For comparison we have also solved for a 2-D plume driven by a line source.
The results show that dimension is very important for the structure of mantle plumes.
The 2-D plumes are very different from the axisymmetric plumes. For instance, in the
2-D plumes the depth of the plume source is proportional to the size of the thermal
plume beneath the lithosphere:
(20)
Here Q is thermal energy input per unit length. This is significantly different from the

d-o t 4 relation for axisymmetric plumes as shown in eq. (17). The temperature at the
plume center drops with x- 3/6 in the 2-D plumes, which is slow compared to the AT X-I

relationship in the axisymmetric mantle plumes (see eq. (14». Overall, the 2-D

plumes tend to be much thicker and stronger than the 3-D plumes, as one would
expect. One numerical result shows that, if the Hawaiian plume is generated near the
core-mantle boundary, then the diameter of the "line source" has to be very small,
around 15-20 km.
The nature of plume source regions and how can they last for millions of
years, like the Hawaiian plume, are questions that need much more work. However, no
matter what the cause would be, as long as the sources are restricted to a relatively
small region, this model offers an excellent first order approximation. This or similar
models should be the base for further studies of the thermal-chemical mantle plumes
with the consideration of their three-dimensional nature.
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3.6 Conclusions

An analytic model of steady-state, axisymmetric mantle plumes driven by
either thermal diffusion or simultaneous diffusion of heat and chemical species is
solved in cylindrical coordinates for a Newtonian fluid. We have tried to constrain the
plume source parameters using physical characteristics of mantle plumes deduced from
swell modelling [Liu and Chase. 1989; McNutt. 1987]. The following are some
conclusions we may draw from this work:
1. Narrow mantle plumes are expected for relevant mantle rheology. Viscosity has a
strong influence on plume structures. Lower viscosity is associated with narrower
mantle plumes.
2. The depth of plume sources may be estimated from the temperature anomaly at the
plume center, AT, and especially, radius of thermal plume, St. The Hawaiian plume
may originate at great depth, probably the core-mantle boundary. The source of the
Bermuda plume is likely much shallower, perhaps close to the 700 km discontinuity.
The numerical values in the Table 2 are only suggestive due to the uncertainty of
the values of St. However, the significantly greater values of St and AT of the
Hawaiian plume clearly indicate that its source region is much deeper than that of
the Bermuda plume.
3. Total thermal energy, Qt, from the plume sources may be estimated by integrating
the heat flux supplied to the lithospheric base by plumes over the hotspot. In the
case of the Hawaiian plume, Qt is about 1.3 x 10 11 watts, which is about 1/10 to
1/20 of the total heat loss from the core. The corresponding size of the source
region of the Hawaiian plume is about 100-200 km in diameter.
4. Due to much smaller chemical diffusivities, the chemical plume is much thinner than
the thermal plume. During decompressional partial melting of a thermal-chemical
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plume, at least two mantle components may be involved: one from the chemical
plume and one from the ambient mantle. The pure chemical signature of the source
region may only be observed near the plume center. Composition of oceanic island
basalts likely varies from pure plume chemistry to mixture with melted oceanic
lithosphere or asthenosphere away from the center of the plume.
5. Dimension is very important for the nature of mantle plumes. Two-dimensional
plumes tend to be much thicker and stronger than the axisymmetric threedimensional plumes.
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CHAPTER 4
EVOLUTION OF HAWAIIAN BASALTS:
A HOTSPOT MELTING MODEL

SUMMARY
Melt generation and extraction along the Hawaiian volcanic chain are largely
controlled by the thermal structure of the Hawaiian swell and the heat source
underneath. It has been shown in Chapter 2 that geophysical observables along the
Hawaiian volcanic chain, such as the topography, geoid anomalies, and anomalous heat
flow may be used to constrain the thermal evolution of the Hawaiian swell, and the
strength and size of the heat source. In this chapter I present the results of numerical
simulation of the time- and space-dependent evolution of the Hawaiian basalts as the
Pacific plate rides over the Hawaiian plume. Melting starts quickly near the base of
the plate. With progressive convective thinning of the lithosphere, the thermal
perturbation and partial melting are concentrated in the lower part of the originally
defined lithosphere. The degree of partial melting is on average 10-20%, with a peak
value of 30% above the plume center. At least three mantle components are involved in
the production of the basalts:

the material from the plume source region, the

asthenosphere, and the lower part of the lithosphere. The melts are extracted
continuously from an active partial melting zone of about 10-20 km thickness, which
moves upwards and laterally as the melting and compaction proceed. The rate of melt
extraction from the swell increases rapidly to a maximum value of - i0 6 km 3 /m.y. over
the center of the heat source, then drops sharply.

During the shield-building stage,

when the plate is above the center of the heat source, significant amount of melts may
come from melting of the upwelling mantle plume at depth. After the plate moves off
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the heat source, conductive heating may produce a small amount of melt, but this
process is limited in a time frame of less than a million years. Additional melts may
be squeezed out of the residual matrix of the partial melting zone. The characteristic
extraction time for this process is 0.4-2 m.y., similar to the time gap between the
eruption of post-erosional nephelinitic lavas and the shield-building stage. The model
predicts a volcanic ridge about 10 km thick along the crest, in agreement with Moho
depths under the Hawaiian islands. The results show that the general characteristics of
Hawaiian basalts along the volcanic chain can be explained as the results of plateplume interaction. The predicted time- and space-dependent melt generation provides a
useful guide for geochemical studies of Hawaiian basalts.

4.1 Introduction

As a paradigm of lavas produced at hotspots, Hawaiian basalts have been the
subject of intensive research. Models for the Hawaiian basalts are as divergent as the
variations of geochemical and isotopic features of Hawaiian lavas. In many cases a new
model is proposed to explain the geochemical and isotopic characteristics of a set of
new rock samples.
Despite differences in geochemical and isotopic features between different
volcanos of the Hawaiian chain, Hawaiian basalts have unique chemical characteristics
which distinguish them from mid-ocean ridge basalts and many other intraplate volcanic
rocks [e.g., Tatsumoto, 1978; Leeman et al., 1980; Wright, 1984; Frey and Roden, 1987],
and must reflect the specific compositions of the source materials and the physical
processes of the magma production.
One of the most important characteristics of Hawaiian volcanism is its multistage eruption sequence [Steams, 1940; Macdollald and Katsura, 1964; Clague and
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Dalrymple, 1987]. The sequence starts with a small amount of alkalic basalts, as

manifested in the Loihi seamount, the youngest volcano of the Hawaiian volcanic chain
[Moore et al., 1982]. The following shield-building stage features eruption of large

amounts of tholeiitic basalts, which make up more than 95% of the total volume of
each volcano.

Later a thin alkalic cap forms on the tholeiitic lavas. After a few

million years of erosion, a small volume of nephelinitic lavas may erupt from isolated
vents [Clague and Dalrymple, 1987]. Several researchers have recently attempted to
develop a general model for Hawaiian basalts from studies of geochemical and isotopical
variations, and showed qualitatively that their evolution can be explained as the result
of interaction of the Pacific plate with the Hawaiian mantle plume [Wright, 1984;
Feigenson, 1986; Frey and Rodell, 1987].

The generation and extraction of Hawaiian basalts should be largely controlled
by the thermal structure of the lithosphere and the hotspot heat source underneath.
Simple thermal models have been proposed for the evolution of Hawaiian basalts
[Gurriet, 1987; Jiang and Lasaga; 1989]. In chapter 2 I have modelled the thermal

evolution of the Hawaiian swell with time-and space-dependent boundary conditions,
using constraints such as residual topography, geoid anomalies, and anomalous heat flow
along the Hawaiian volcanic chain. Here I expand my swell models to investigate the
magma generation and extraction along the Hawaiian volcanic chain. In the following I
will first present the swell model and show the thermal evolution of the Hawaiian
swell.I will then show the results of time- and space-dependent magma generation and
extraction, and relate them to the multi-stage Hawaiian volcanism. My

results will

show that the general characteristics of Hawaiian basalts can be explained as the
results of the plate-plume interaction.
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4.2 Thermal models of Hawaiian swell

Thermal evolution of Hawaiian swell has been simulated numerically in
Chapter 2, except that here we will consider the heat of fusion:
(I a)

(lb)

where 8f/8t=8f/8T.8T/8t
Here T=T(r,z,t) is the temperature field, T.(z) is the solidus temperature and K, H, Cp
are the thermal diffusivity, latent heat of fusion and heat capacity, respectively. The
parameter f=f(t,z) is the degree of partial melting. Table 4.1 shows the physical
parameters used in this work.
Figure 4.1 is a comparison of the predicted and observed residual topography
along the Hawaiian volcanic chain. The effects of partial melting on thermal
topography is insignificant.
Figure 4.2 presents the snapshots of the thermal evolution of the Hawaiian
swell, with calculations of latent heat when partial melting takes place. Sections are
perpendicular to the propagation direction of the plate. Boundary conditions were
described in Figure 2.lb. We assume that, before a section of the lithosphere meets the
heat source, it is at thermal equilibrium. As the plate rides over the heat source, heat
is transferred into the lithosphere by the convective current of the mantle plume. The
plume current engulfs and sweeps away the lithospheric material as soon as its
temperature reaches that of the mean temperature of the plume (FigA.2a-4.2c). The
lithospheric thinning reaches its maximum over the trailing edge of the heat source
(FigA.2d). More than 30 km of the lower lithosphere may be thinned and replaced by
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Table 4.1. Physical Parameters used in this work

Parameters

Definitions

L

initial lithospheric thickness

d

length of plate section solved
for equation (I)

K

thermal diffusivity

Cp heat capacity
H

latent heat of fusion

Values

90 km

700km
8 x 10-7 m2 /s
1256 J/kgOK
4XI0 5 J/kg
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Figure 4.1. Comparison of the predicted (solid curves) and observed residual topography
along the crest of the Hawaiian volcanic chain. Data are adopted from Crough (I978J.
Curve A is the result of Equation (I). Curve B is the result without including the
latent heat of fusion.

Figure 4.2. Thermal evolution of the Hawaiian swell as a section of the plate moves
over the heat source. The sections are perpendicular to the direction of plate motion,
as shown in Fig. 2.lb. The heat transfer equations (eqn.la and Ib) are solved
numerically. The plate was initially at thermal equilibrium. The time is set at zero
when the line of section first meets the front edge of the heat source. (a) Time=4
m.y., the early stage of swell formation. Above the 1500 ·C isotherm, lithospheric
material is swept away and replaced by the flow of the heat source. (b). Time=5 m.y.,
line of section is over the center of the heat source. (c) Time .. 8 m.y., line of section
moves off the center of the heat source, thinning of the lithosphere slows down. (d)
Time=IO m.y., line of section is at trailing edge of the heat source. (e) Time=11 m.y.,
line of section moves off the heat source. heat diffuses to the surface of the pl3te as
well as to the surrounding mantle. (£) Time= 20 m.y., excess heat diffuses to the top
part of the lithosphere.
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the flow of the heat source. The displaced material is a mixture of the plume material,
the asthenosphere and the engulfed lithospheric material. Downstream from the heat
source, perturbing heat diffuses to the plate surface as well as to the surrounding
mantle, because the material filled beneath the thinned lithosphere is hotter than the
surrounding mantle (Fig. 4.2e). Eventually heat propagates to the top part of the
lithosphere, and a new thermal equilibrium may eventually establish (Fig. 4.2f).
Having constructed a model for the time- and space-dependent thermal
evolution of the Hawaiian swell, we are now ready to study the generation and
extraction of the basalts along the Hawaiian volcanic chain.

4.3

Magma generation and extraction

4.3.1 Source Materials, Solidus, al/d Partial Melting

Knowledge of the source materials, their solidus and the time- and depthdependent variation of melt fraction is essential for

studies of magma generation.

Although the exact source material of Hawaiian basalts is still a matter of great
controversy [Frey al/d Rodell, 1987], it is generally believed that peridotites are
representative of the source rocks of these basalts.
The solidus of garnet peridotite can be fit by the empirical expression
[McKel/zie al/d Bickle, 1988]:

(2)

where P is the pressure in GPa and To is in

0c.

The liquidus is less well determined.

The empirical expression given by McKel/zie and Bickle [1988] is:
T 1= 1736.2 + 4.343P + 180tan- 1(P/2.2169)

(3)

90

Temperature CC)
11:)0.
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1500.

1700.
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Figure 4.3. Solidus and liquidus of garnet peridotite given by McKellzie alld Bickle's
[1988} empirical expression. 90 km marks the initial lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary.
The temperature along the vertical axis of the Hawaiian plume is also shown. See text
for more discussion.
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The solidus and liquidus given by equations (2) and (3) are plotted in Figure 4.3,
together with the temperature along the vertical plume axis, which we will discuss
later.
The time- and depth-dependent melt fraction, f(T,z), is difficult to determine
directly. We choose to use the empirical expression of McKenzie and Bickle [1988], who
show that f(T,z) can be better expressed through a dimensionless temperature T:

(4)

by requiring that f=O when T=Ts and f=1 when T=T!. The melt fraction f(T,z) can then
be approximated as

f=0.5 + T + (T -0.25)(0.4256 + 2.988T)

(5)

This fits the experimental data with a mean error of only 3% [McKenzie and Bickle.
1988].

4.3.2 Magma Generation in the Hawaiian Swell

With a relationship for the temperature- and depth-dependent variation of
melt fraction, we can now add the calculations of magma generation and extraction in
our swell models to study the evolution of the Hawaiian basalts. Here we present the
model predictions of time- and space-dependent magma generation and extraction. In
the next section we will relate these results to the observed characteristics of multistage Hawaiian volcanism, and discuss their geochemical implications.
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Fig. 4.4a-d are snapshots showing melting zones in the Hawaiian swell at
various times. The orientation and boundary conditions of the profiles are the same as
those in Fig. 4.2. At each point of the numerical grid, magmas are produced when the
temperature at the point surpasses the solidus of the source material.
I should point out that what equation (5) represents is a time-integrated
relationship of melt fraction to the temperature and pressure. In other words, it
predicts the total amount of partial melting for a given temperature and pressure.
Since in reality partial melting and magma extraction take place simultaneously, it is
important in numerical modelling to track the melt extraction, and to make sure that
at each time step only the incremental melts are removed. What we show in Fig. 4.4 is
the fraction of melts that would be extracted
results of the melt fraction

at each particular time. They are the

predicted by equation (5), minus the sum of the total

melts removed previously from each point and the residual melt held by the matrix of
the melting zone. In this model 3% melt is allowed to remain in the matrix. This is
probably the upper limit of the melt that the matrix can hold for a long time
[McKenzie, 1985]. The melting region shown in Fig. 4.4 can be viewed as an "active"

partial melting zone, which moves upwards and laterally as melting and compaction by
removal of magma proceed.
As shown in Fig. 4.4a, melting starts quickly near the base of the lithosphere.
Melts extract from a partial melting zone of about 20 km thickness, with the maximum
degree of partial melting up to 20% near the swell center. The partial melting zone
moves rapidly upward and outward as the plate rides over the heat source. After a
section of the lithosphere is heated

for 5 million years by the hotspot, it moves to

the top of the center of the heat source, and up to 30% of partial melting is predicted
(Fig. 4.4b). The outward moving of the active partial melting zone slows down after a
section of the plate passes the center of the heat source, and the
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degree of partial melting decreases rapidly. The thickness of the active melting zone
reduces to about 10 km (Fig. 4.4c-d).
Where the plate is moving off the heat source, conductive heating may still
produce a very small amount of melt at depths around 60 km. Continuing compaction
may also squeeze out some melt from the residual matrix. We will discuss this further
in section 5.
Figure 4.5 shows the total melting in the swell integrated over time.
Comparing with Fig. 4.2, one notices that most partial melting takes place in the
region where original lithospheric material is replaced by the flowing materials of the
hotspot, which is now a mixture of plume material, asthenosphere and the engulfed
lithospheric material. Most of the region experienced 20% or more partial melting.
The rate of magma extraction from the Hawaiian swell is shown in Fig. 4.6. It
increases rapidly and reaches a peak value of about 105 km 3 /m.y. above the center of
the heat source, then drops sharply. Additional melts may come from direct melting of
the upwelling plume at depth. We will discuss this below. The model predicts a volcanic
ridge about 10 km thick (Fig. 4.7). This is in agrement with the Moho depths around
the Hawaiian ridge [Watts et al., 1989], assuming that the pre-Hawaiian oceanic crust
was of normal thickness.

4.3.3 Melting 0/ the Mantle Plume

So far our discussion of magma generation is limited to the region above 90
km, that is, the originally defined lithosphere, where most of the thermal perturbation
is concentrated. Melting may start at depths below 90 km in the upwelling mantle
plume. A full understanding of magma generation from the mantle plume requires
knowledge of the temperature and velocity fields of the plume current which impinges
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on the base of the lithosphere and is dragged by the moving plate. This is a very
complicated problem, and is beyond the scope of this work. Simplified models are
advanced by Ribe and Smooke [1987] and

Ribe [1988]. Nonetheless, we may

approximate the extent of partial melting in the upwelling plume, by estimating the
thermal field of the plume at depth.
The

temperature

at

the

plume center underneath

the

lithosphere

is

constrained to be 1550-1600 ·C [Liu and Chase, 1989a]. Below the base of the plate,
the thermal structure of the plume is poorly determined. I have shown in chapter 3
that in axisymmetric thermal plumes, the temperature increases with depth as liz, but
exact calculations are difficult. Nevertheless, the thermal gradient along the vertical
axis of the Hawaiian plume is likely very small, since the anomalous temperature at its
source region, presumably near the core-mantle boundary, is only a few hundreds
degrees [Loper and Stacey, 1983; Boss and Sacks, 1985].
The estimated temperature along the plume axis was shown in Fig. 4.3. It
indicated that partial melting starts at a depth of 130 km, before the plume reaches
the lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary. For simplicity, we show in Fig. 4.8 the thermal
field and partial melting of a mantle plume which is not deflected by the plate. The
radius of the plume is taken to be 100 km. The temperature at the plume center and
near the original plume-plate boundary is 1600 ·C, as constrained from the swell
models [Liu and Chase, 1989a]. It decreases away from the plume axis following a
Gaussian-type curve. Fig. 4.8b indicates that up to 30% of partial melting may occur
near the plume center and the base of the lithosphere. Assuming an upwelling velocity
of 100 cm/yr for the plume, the total rate of magma supplied from regions beneath the
original plate-plume boundary is estimated to be about 2xl0 6km 3/m.y .. This is about
two times the peak rate of magma extraction from the swell (see Fig. 4.6). Most of the
melts may concentrate near the center of the hotspot, since melts extract almost
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vertically from the mantle plume [Ribe and Smooke. 1987]. The rate of magma
production between Kilauea and Hualalai is estimated to be 2.9xl0 5km 3 /m.y. (based on
combined eruption and intrusion, see Clague and Dalrymple [1987]). It seems that nearly
2/3 melts at this stage may come from direct melting of the plume at depth.

4.4

Evolution of Hawaiian basalts

I have shown the results of time- and space-dependent magma generation
and extraction along the Hawaiian swell. In the following section we will relate these
predictions to the observed characteristics of Hawaiian basalts. Several researchers
have recently attempted to infer general physical processes for the evolution of the
Hawaiian basalts from the geochemical and isotopical variations [Feigenson, 1984; Frey
and Rodell, 1987]. It is interesting to see how our physical models fit the general

features of the Hawaiian basalts.
For convenience, I divide my discussion according to the four stages of
Hawaiian volcanism [Clague and Dalrymple, 1987]. For each stage I will summarize
briefly the main features of the stage, and then discuss the predictions of our
numerical models and their general geochemical implication.

4.4.1 The Loihi Alkalic Preshield Stage

Loihi, a small volcano about 60 km south of Kilauea volcano, is the youngest
seamount in the Hawaiian volcanic chain. The alkalic basalts recently discovered in
Loihi mark the preshield stage of the evolution of Hawaiian basalts [Moore et al., 1982;
Clague and Dalrymple. 1987].
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Rock samples from Loihi have been subjected to extensive study. The results
show that the Loihi basalts are from sources with very heterogeneous geochemical and
isotopic signatures. At least three mantle components are required for the basalt
production: a depleted mantle, an enriched mantle and a relatively primitive mantle

[Frey and Clague, 1983; Staudigel et al., 1984J. A remarkable feature of the Loihi
basalts is the high 3He/ 4He ratios, which is believed to reflect plume material from the
less-degassed deep mantle [Kurz et al., 1983; Rison and Craig. 1983J.
The thermal structure beneath Loihi seamount is represented by Fig. 4.2a.
(Notice that in our numerical model the heating time is counted from when the plate
meets the front edge of the heat source. Since it takes a few million years to produce
the early uplift recognizable in topography, about 200 m, the heating time in our model
is a few million years longer than that measured from the front edge of the Hawaiian
swell.) One can see from Fig. 4.2a that more than 10 km of the lowermost lithosphere
is thinned and replaced by the convective current of plume.
Fig. 4.4a indicates that magmas at this stage extract from a partial melting
zone of about 20 km thick, starting near 80 km depth. The maximum degree of melting
may be up to 20% near the swell center. Melts may also come from direct melting of
the upwelling mantle plume at depth.
I should point out that melt generation and extraction shown in Fig. 4.4 are
only indirectly related to the erupted lavas. The intermediate processes, that is, the
magma transport and storage in the shallower part of the lithosphere, are not included
in our models.
Comparing Fig. 4.4-4.5 with Fig. 4.2, it is clear that most of the melting zone
is in the region where the original lithosphere was thinned and replaced by the flow of
the heat source. The important geochemical implication here is that, with the process
of lithospheric thinning, melts are mainly produced from a mixture of at least three
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mantle components:

the plume material, the asthenosphere and the engulfed

lithospheric material. This agrees with conclusions from geochemical and isotopical
studies of the Loihi basalts [Frey alld Clague, 1983; Staudigel et al., 1984].
Furthermore, the composition of the Hawaiian plume is likely at least binary.
The source material of the Hawaiian plume is distinct in composition from the ambient
mantle [Chase, 1981; Hofmallll alld White. 1982, Presllall alld Helsley 1982]. Because
chemical diffusivity is much smaller than thermal diffusivity in the mantle, thermal
plumes are much thicker than chemical plumes. The chemical signature of the plume
source region may only be shown near the plume center [Liu alld Chase. 1989b].
Less vigorous convective mixing, lower degree of partial melting, and
contamination by the lithosphere may all contribute to the chemical heterogeneities in
the Loihi basalts. One question arises from this model is the implication of the high
3Hej4He ratio of Loihi basalts. Our models indicate that Loihi is not above the center

of the hotspot. If the high 3Hej4He signature reflects the material from the mantle
plume, we may expect to see more such signature in the shield-building stage when
large amount of melts are from direct melting of the mantle plume (see discussion
below). One possibility is that the helium signature is masked by increased involvement
of lithospheric material in the later stages.

4.4.2 The Tholeiitic Shield-Buildillg Stage

The shield-building stage is characterized by eruption of enormous amounts of
tholeiitic lavas, which making up to 95% of the total volume of each volcano [Clague
alld Dalrymple, 1987]. Lavas erupting from the Kilauea volcano represent this stage of

the Hawaiian volcanism. Hawaiian tholeiitic basalts are relatively homogeneous in
geochemical and isotopic compositions [e.g., Leemall et al., 1980; Feigellsoll, 1984].
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The swell models indicate that Kilauea volcano is nearly above the center of
the hotspot. As suggested by Fig. 4.2b, nearly 30 km lithosphere is thinned and
replaced by the flow of the heat source at this stage. Fig. 4.4b shows that the active
partial melting zone has moved up rapidly, and up to 30% partial melting is predicted
near the swell center. This would result in some picritic lavas, which are not observed
in the Hawaiian volcanoes. One explanation would be that fractionation of olivine in
the magma chambers decreases MgO in the magma. Xenoliths of olivine cumulate have
been reported in Hawaiian volcanoes [Frey and Roden, 1987]. One should also notice
that equation (5) is based on data of batch melting. In the real processes the source
material becomes more and more fractionated, thus more and more difficult to melt.
Therefore equation (5) tends to over estimate the melt fraction which could be
produced for a given temperature increment. Higher temperature and vigorous
convective mixing may be responsible for the relative homogeneity of geochemical and
isotopical signatures at this stage.
The rate of magma extraction from the swell also increases sharply to a peak
value of about IxI0 6km 3 /m.y. Melts from the upwelling plume at depth may also be
significant at this stage. We have mentioned in section 3 that the total rate of magma
production by plume melting beneath the original plate-plume boundary is about
2.5xI0 6km 3 /m.y. Most of the melt is likely to intrude and erupt during this stage. The
total rate of magma extraction at this stage is around 2-3xlO 6km 3 /m.y., close to the
observed rate of 2.9xI0 6km 3 /m.y. between Kilauea and Hualalai [Clague and Dalrymple,
1987].

4.4.3 Alkalic Postshield Stage
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The transition from tholeiitic to alkalic lava has been a long-standing problem
in understanding the evolution of the Hawaiian volcanos (see Frey alld Rodell [1987]
for an overview). At Molokai and Haleakala, where stratigraphic sections have been
studied in detail, systematic changes of Nd and Sr ratios indicate a gradual change in
the source composition [Frey alld Rodell, 1987]. Decreasing the degree of partial
melting of the same source as for tholeiites is proposed for the generation of
postshield alkalic lavas in some Hawaiian volcanos, such as Waianae and Mauna Kea,
where the tholeiitic and alkalic lavas have similar isotopic ratios [Tatsumoto. 1978;
Feigellsoll and Spera, 1981; Feigellsoll et ai, 1983; Frey et al .• 1984]. The remaining

question with this theory is: how can alkalic lavas be produced from a source that
should be strongly depleted by yielding large volume of tholeiites?
In some other Hawaiian volcanos, such as Haleakala, tholeiitic and alkalic
lavas are isotopically distinct [Chell alld Frey, 1983]. Various mixing models are
proposed, generally requiring mixing of depleted and enriched mantle components [Chen
and Frey, 1983; 1985; Feigenson. 1984; Anderson. 1985].

This work shows that, after a part of the plate moves over the

center of

the hotspot, both the rate of the lithospheric thinning and the rate of magma
generation drop significantly. The thickness of the active partial melting zone shrinks
to about 10 km (Fig 4.4c-d). Comparing Fig. 4.4c-d with Fig. 4.2c-d, we notice that the
upper half of the active melting zone is in the lithosphere adjacent to the flow of the
heat source. Thus with the upward movement of the active partial melting zone, at
least part of the melts are produced from fresh lithosphere which has not been
previously melted. This explains in part the generation of the alkalic lavas after large
eruptions of tholeiitic lavas.
Notice also that, in the major melting region where lithosphere is thinned and
replaced, the source materials are not in a closed system. Materials of the mantle
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plume, the asthenosphere, and the engulfed lithospheric material mix continuously in
the convective flow. This may mitigate to a certain degree the difficulty of producing
alkalic basalts after extraction of large amount of tholeiitic lavas from the same
region. Metasomatism may also play an important role. Clearly more studies are needed
in the future.

4.4.4 Alkalic Post-Erosional Stage

In some Hawaiian volcanos, undersaturated nephelinitic lavas erupts from

isolated veins after a few million years of quiescence. Origin of these alkalic lavas is
controversial. The post-erosional alkalic lavas studied in most detail are the alkalic
suite in the Honolulu Volcanic Series. Some researchers suggest that these alkalic lavas
are not genetically related to the tholeiitic basalts [Stille et al.. 1983], while others
propose various mixing models (see Frey and Roden. [1987]). Gurriet [1987], in a simple
thermal model, suggests that the post-erosional alkalic lavas are produced by upward
thermal conduction after the lithosphere is heated by the hotspot.
The numerical calculations indicate that, after a section of the plate moves
off the heat source, a small amount of melt may result from conductive heating of the
lithosphere at shallower depth (around 60 km). This process is limited to a time frame
of a million years. The reason is that further heat diffusion is not enough to uplift the
temperature of the shallower lithospheric material above its solidus, while the
temperature in the old melting zone will drop below the solidus due to diffusion of
heat to the surrounding mantle.
More melts may come from the residual matrix of the partial melting zone
owing to continuing compaction. Fig. 4.9 plots melt fraction in the matrix of partial
melting zone versus the characteristic extraction time th , which is the time needed to
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reduce the fluid content in a molten layer of thickness h by a factor of e [McKenzie,
1985]. The maximum thickness of the melting zone beneath the Hawaiian swell is about
35 km (see Fig. 4.5). As suggested by Fig. 4.9, the characteristic extraction time is
about 0.4-2 m.y., depending on how much residual melt the matrix holds. This time
scale is similar to the quiescent period between the eruption of post-erosional alkalic
lavas and the shield-building stage. Clague alld Dalrymple [1987] notice that the
volcanos erupting post-erosional alkalic lavas are usually near the Hawaiian arch, thus
the eruption of the nephelinitic lavas may be triggered by the change of stress field in
the plate when it rides over the arch [Gu,.,·iet, 1987].

4.5 Conclusions

Generation and extraction of Hawaiian basalts is largely controlled by the
thermal structure of the Hawaiian swell and the heat source underneath. Using
geophysical data to constrain the thermal evolution of the Hawaiian swell, we have
simulated numerically the time- and space-dependent evolution of the Hawaiian basalts.
Our calculations show that the general characteristics of the multi-stage volcanism
along the Hawaiian volcanic chain can be explained as the result of plate-plume
interaction. Conclusions that we may draw from this work include the following:
(l). In the Hawaiian swell, melting zones are largely in the region where the

lithosphere is thinned and replaced by the flow of the heat source.

At lease

three mantle components are involved in the production of the Hawaiian basalts:
the plume material, the asthenosphere and the engulfed lithospheric material.
(2). Melts extract continuously from an active partial melting zone of 10-20 km
thickness, which moves upwards and laterally as heating and compaction by magma
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removal proceed. The average degree of partial melting is about 10-20%, with a
peak value of about 30% above the center of the heat source.
(3). The rate of magma extraction form the swell increases rapidly as the plate rides
over the heat source. It reaches a maximum value of about I x 10 6km 3/m.y. over
the center of the heat source, corresponding to the eruption of large volumes of
tholeiitic lavas in the shield-building stage. As much as 2/3 of the total melt at
this stage may come from melting of the upwelling plume at depth.
(4). After a part of the plate moves over the center of the heat source, both the rate
of lithospheric thinning and the rate of magma extraction drop sharply. A
volcanic ridge of more than 10 km can build on the plate over the heat source.
(5). Within a short period (<l.m.y.) after a section of the plate moves off the heat
source, a very small amount of melt may result from conductive heating of the
lithosphere. Additional melt may be squeezed out of the residual matrix of the
melting zone.

The characteristic extraction time for this process is about 0.4-2

m.y., similar to the gap between the eruption of the post-erosional nephelinitic
basalts and the shield-building stage.

There are still many unanswered questions about the evolution of the
Hawaiian basalts. It is the author's hope that the time- and space-dependent magma
generation and extraction presented in this work will provide a physical frame for the
further geochemical studies.
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CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY
Evolution of mid-plate hotspot swells, thermal-chemical mantle plumes, and
melt generation and extraction along Hawaiian volcanic chain is investigated in this
study. A numerical scheme is built up to simulate the formation and evolution of
mid plate hotspot swells, as an oceanic plate moves over a hot, upwelling mantle plume.
The transient heat transfer equations, with time- and space-variable boundary
conditions, are solved in cylindrical coordinates. The numerical scheme makes it
possible to use geophysical data, such as residual topography and geoid anomalous, to
constrain the parameters of the heat source underneath the lithosphere and the
mechanisms of heating. The rapid uplifting of the young part of Hawaiian swell cannot
be explained by heat conduction, even if an extremely high thermal perturbation is
assumed. Heat flux across the plume-plate boundary is proportional to the thermal
gradient at the boundary. Without removing the heated lithospheric material, heat flux
entering the plate drops very fast, thus the assumption of constant high heat flux in
previous lithospheric heat models [Crough, 1978; Spohn and Schubert, 1982; McNutt and

Shure. 1986] are invalid. Formation of the Hawaiian swell requires some sort of
convective heating. The convective thinning model presented in this work explains
successfully both rapid uplifting of the young Hawaiian swell and the subsidence of the
old part of the swell. It also fits well other geophysical observation along the Hawaiian
volcanic chain. The model indicates that, over the center of Hawaiian plume, nearly 30
km lithosphere may be thinned by the convective current of the heat source. The
maximum temperature of the heat source is 250-300 °C above the ambient mantle, and
the anomalous heat flux is 5-6 times the background value. The model also suggest that
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the Bermuda swell is likely dominated by conductive heating due to weakness of the
heat source.
One of the most important results of the swell models is the time-and spacedependent thermal structure of the plate and the heat source underneath it. These
calculations provide a framework for studying melt generation and extraction along the
Hawaiian volcanic chain. This work suggests that, as Pacific plate moves over Hawaiian
hotspot, partial melting mainly takes place near the plume center and the region where
the original lithospheric material is swept away and replaced by the flow of the heat
source. One important geochemical implication here is that at least three mantle
components must be involved in the melt generation: the plume material, the
asthenosphere and the engulfed lithospheric material. Another important conclusion
from this work is that, during the plate-plume interaction, melt extracts continuously
from an active partial melting zone of 10-20 km thickness, which moves outward as
melting and compaction proceed. This works shows that the general characteristics of
multi-stage Hawaiian volcanism can be well explained as the result of plate-plume
interactions.
The results of time- and space-variable melt generation and extraction along
the Hawaiian volcanic chain provide a useful guide as well as geophysical constraints
for geochemical modelling of Hawaiian basalts. These numerical schemes can also be
easily modified and applied to study other hotspot swells and the associated volcanism.
One example would be the Yellow Stone hotspot. Isotope ratios in the Snake River
Plain basalts indicate an origin of melting of the lithospheric mantle, thus suggesting a
dominant role by conductive heating [Lum et al., 1989]. Numerical models presented in
this work can be used to test the physical feasibility for conductive heating to produce
the observed extent of partial melting as a thick continental lithosphere interacting
with the Yellow Stone hotspot.
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The attempt to constrain the depths of plume source regions is not
particularly successful, partly due to our poor understanding of the mantle properties.
Nonetheless, this work does unveil some important features of mantle plumes. The
calculations suggest that not all mantle plumes may come from the same depth. This
conclusion is in dispute with the conventional assumption of the core-mantle boundary
as the only plume source region [e.g., Loper and Stacy, 1983], but may not be all that
surprising. Geochemical and isotopic studies have long recognized large differences
among ocean island basalts and suggested different source regions (see White [1985]).
Further studies should pay special attention to this problem, since it has important
implications for the understanding of the dynamic system of the Earth.
One important question addressed in this work is the role played by chemical
diffusion in the development of mantle plumes. This study is a preliminary probe into
this problem. Combined thermal-chemical convection has called for attention only
recently, as researchers begin to recognize the co-existence of a chemical boundary
layer with the thermal boundary layer near the core-mantle boundary. In this work the
chemical buoyancy is assumed to work the same way as the thermal buoyancy to drive
the mantle plumes. Hansen and Yuen [1988; 1989] have shown that, with a dense
chemical layer at the bottom, the thermal-chemical convection becomes strongly timedependent, and that chemical diffusion tends to demolish the development of mantle
plumes. Recent experiments suggest that thermal expansivity can decrease up to a order
of 10 across the mantle [Bohler and Chopeias, 1989]. All these new results have
questioned the hypothesis of the core-mantle boundary being the source region of
mantle plumes. Further studies of thermal-chemical mantle plumes, with consideration
of depth-dependent mantle properties, will help us to better understand the dynamic
system in the interior of the Earth.
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APPENDIX A: NOMENCLATURES

c

concentration of diffusing chemical species

C('7)

concentration excess ratio, (c-coo)/(co-c oo )
heat capacity
chemical diffusivity
nondimensional stream function

g

gravitational acceleration
Grashof number, ga*x3(cO-c oo )/v 2

Gr,t

Grashof number, gax 3(To-T rx)/v 2

K

thermal diffusivity

Le

Lewis number

Pr

Prandtl number

Qt

total thermal energy input by the point source

Sc

Schmidt number

T

temperature
volumetric coefficient of thermal expansion

a*

volumetric coefficient of expansion with concentration
thickness of thermal boundary layer (or radius of the thermal plume)

'7

nondimensional spatial variable
temperature excess ratio, (T - T oo)/(T0- Too)

p

normal mantle density
absolute viscosity

v

kinematic viscosity
stream function

o
00

subscript denoting location on plume axis
subscript denoting location far from plume axis

lIS
APPENDIX B: COMPUTOR PROGRAMS
B1. Swell m()del
C************·***·**·** PROGRAM SWELL.F ********************************
Colo
This program simulate the thermal evolution of the plate as
Colo as it moves over a hot, upwelling mantle plume. It predicts the changes
C* of topography, geoid anomalies, and surface heat flows (see subroutine
Colo TOPOG). It also calculates the time- and space-dependent melt generation
Colo and extraction (see subroutine MELT). The transient heat transfer
Colo equations are solved using the alternating direction implicit finite
Colo difference (ADI) method.
Colo
C* BOUNDARY CONDITIONS:
Colo
I.> The two ends in the X direction are adiabatic.
C*
2.> Temperature on the top boundary is fixed (TTB).
Colo
3.> A Gaussian shaped thermal purterbation is introduced to the
Colo
base of the plate. As the plate rides over the plume, thermal
Colo perturbation at each point along the radius direction changes.
Colo This is calculated in subroutine GAUSSF.
C*
4.> Convective heat flux across the plate-asthenosphere is sustained
Colo
by removing the lithospheric material as soon as their temperaColo
ture reachs that of the plume current. Two auxiliary grids are
C*
used for this purpose. see subroutine ADI.
C*
Colo INITIAL CONDITIONS:
C* A part of the lithosphere is assumed to be in thermal equilibrium
Colo before it meets the heat source (see subroutine TIN).
C*
Colo Model paramters(grid size,time step,etc.) are inserted through the
Colo file "fastins.f'.
Colo
C*********************************************************~****************

IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
#include "fast.ins.f'
CHARACTER*I ANS
CHARACTER*20 Z
COMMON/TO/UIN(JMAX,LMAX),TS(JMAX),TL(JMAX)
COMMON/COEF/ A(JMAX,LMAX),B(JMAX,LMAX),C(JMAX,LMAX),
&D(JMAX,LMAX),E(JMAX,LMAX),F(JMAX,LMAX),G(JMAX,LMAX),
&CYN(LMAX)
DIMENSION U(JMAX,LMAX),R(LMAX),XI(JMAX), T(JMAX,LMAX),
& X2(LMAX),X(LMAX),Q2(LMAX), UY(JMAX,LMAX), UX(JMAX,LMAX),
& FMELT(JMAX,LMAX),FAI(JMAX,LMAX),fmext(JMAX,LMAX)
OPEN(UNIT=4,FILE='FAST.OUT')
C
C
C---- INPUT INITIAL TEMPERATURES
C
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TI=O.O
CALL TIN(DY,YT)
DO 1 J=I,JMAX-l
DO 1 L=2,LMAX-l
U(J,L)=UIN(J,L)
CONTINUE
C--------------set initial b.c. and auxiliary grids------C
CALL GAUSSF(TI,DXKM,Q2)
.!* calculate lower B.C (Q2)
DO 60 L=2,LMAX-l
U(JMAX,L)=U(JMAX-I,L)+ (DY*I.D-3*Q2(L»/TK
60
CONTINUE
C
DO 8 J=I,JMAX
DO 7 L=I,LMAX
UY(J,L)=U(J,L)
UX(J,L)=U(J,L)
7
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
8
C

C------ SET GRID STEP--------------------------------------------C
Grids may be retangular with DX=RA TIO*DY.
I

C-----------------------------------------------------------------

DYM=DY* I.D-3
DX=(DIST*I.0D+06)/(LMAX-3)
RA TIO=DX/DY
RA TI02=RA TIO*RA TIO
DTSEC=DT* 1.0D+06*365. *24. *3600.
R( 1)=(2.*DY*DY)/(ALF A*DTSEC)
DYKM=DY* 1.0D-06
DXKM=DX· 1.0D-06
TP=«RAD*2.)/V)* I.D-l
!*time for pltate to pass plume
C----------------------------------------- print out parameters--WRITE(4,1004)ALFA
WRITE(4,1 005)YT
WRITE(4,1006)DIST
WRITE( 4,1 007)DYKM
WRITE(4,1008)DXKM
WRITE( 4,1 009)R( 1)
1004 FORMAT(lX,' ALFA(mm**2/s)='F5.2)
1005 FORMAT(l X,'YT(km)='f7 .2)
1006 FORMAT( 1X,'DIST(km)='f7 .2)
1007 FORMAT(lX,'DY(km)='f7.2)
1008 FORMAT(lX,'DX(km)='f7.2)
1009 FORMAT(lX,'R(Fourier number)='f7.2)
WRITE( 4, *)' -- -- -- - - -- - - - - - -- - -- - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -'
WRITE( 4,'( 1X,A)'} 'INITIAL TEMPERATURE:'
DO 5 J=I,JMAX-l
WRITE( 4,'( 1X, 1OF8.1 )') (UIN(J,L),L=2,LMAX-l)
5
CONTJNUE
C
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C----- SET COEFFICIENTS OF THE TRIDIAGONAL MATRICES
C

6
C

X(2)=DX
CYN(2)=DX/(2.DO*RA TI02*X(2»
DO 6 L=3,LMAX
X(L)=X(L-l )+DX
CYN(L)=DX/(2.DO*RATI02*X(L»
CONTINUE

DO 22 J=I,JMAX
DO 21 L=2,LMAX
A(J,L)=( -I.O/RATI02)-CYN(L)
B(J,L)=2.0/RATI02
C(J,L)=( -I.O/RA TI02)+CYN(L)
D(J,L)=-1.0
E(J,L)=2.0
F(J ,L )=-1.0
G(J,L)=O.O
21
CONTINUE
22
CONTINUE
C -~------------------------------------C************************************* start iterations with time step***
II
IC=O
12
TI=TI+DT
IC=IC+I
IF (TI.GT.TMAX) GO TO 99
C
IF(TI.LE.TP) THEN
CALL GAUSSF(TI,DXKM,Q2)
!* calculate lower B.C (Q2)
CALL ADI(U ,R,DX,DY,RA TI02,Q2, UY, UX)
ELSE
CALL ADICD(U ,R,DY ,RA TI02,Q2, YT)
END IF
IF(IC.LT.NT) GO TO 12
CALL MELT (U,FMELT,FAI,TI,DYM,fmext)
CALL TOPOG(DXKM, TI, U ,DYM,Q2,F AI,fmext)
CALL PDA TA(U,FMELT,fmext,TI,DYKM,DXKM)
GO TO II
99
END
C
C
C---------------SUBROUTINE ADICD -----------------------------------

C-------------------------------------------------------------------

SUBROUTINE ADICD(U ,R,DY ,RA TI02,Q2, YT)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
PARAMETER(JJ=IIO,TWO=2.DO,HALF=.5DO, HC=5.DO)
#include "fast.ins.r'
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COMMON /TO/UIN(JMAX,LMAX), TS(JMAX)
COMMON/COEF/ A(JMAX,LMAX),B(JMAX,LMAX),C(JMAX,LMAX),
*D(JMAX,LMAX),E(JMAX,LMAX),F(JMAX,LMAX),
*G(JMAX,LMAX),CYN(LMAX)
DIMENSION AA(JJ),BB(JJ),CC(JJ),RR(JJ), UU(JJ),PSI(JJ ,JJ),
*
U(JMAX,LMAX),R(LMAX), TBC(JJ),Q2(LMAX)
C
C ********** SOLVE BY THE ROW (TIME=N+.5) ********
C
C----Set auxiliary grid line for the bottom boundarie-----C
TM=(YT*HB)/TK+TTB
DO 10 L=2,LMAX-I
Q2(L)=HC*(TM-U(JMAX-I,L»*1.D-3 !* HC -- cony heat transfer coeff.
U(JMAX,L)=U(JMAX-I,L)+ (DY* I.D-3*Q2(L»/TK
10
CONTINUE
C
DO 16 L=2,LMAX-I
DO 15 J=2,JMAX-I
if(U(J ,L).GT.TS(J»then
RP=R( 1)* 1.25
else
RP=R(1)
endif

15
16

PSI(J,L)=-D(J,L)*U(J-I ,L)+(RP-E(J,L»*U(J ,L)
-F(J,L)*U(J+I,L)
* CONTINUE
CONTINUE
DO 19 J=2,JMAX-I
DO 17 L=2,LMAX-I
if(U(J,L).GT.TS(J»then
RP=R( 1)* 1.25
else
RP=R(I)
endif

17

18
19

AA(L-I )=A(J ,L)
BB(L-I )=B(J,L)+RP
CC(L-I)=C(J,L)
RR(L-I)=PSI(J,L)-G(J,L)
CONTINUE
BB(I )=BB(1 )-(CYN(2)+( I.DO/RA TI02»
BB(LMAX-2)=BB(LMAX-2)-(1.DO/RA TI02)+CYN(LMAX-I)
CALL TRIDAG(AA,BB,CC,RR, UU ,LMAX -2)
DO 18 L=2,LMAX-I
U(J,L)=UU(L-I)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
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C
C ********* SOLVE BY THE COLUMN (TIME=N+I) *******
C
C--- Set the auxiliary grid lines to the two adiabatic ends:
C
DO 50 J=2,JMAX-I
U(J,I)=U(J,2)
U(J ,LMAX)= U(J ,LMAX -I)
50
CONTINUE

C -------------------------------

DO 23 J=2,JMAX-I
DO 21 L=2,LMAX-I
IF(J.EQ.2) THEN
TBC(L)=TTB
ELSE IF(J.EQ.JMAX-I) THEN
TBC(L)=U(JMAX,L)
ELSE
TBC(L)=O.O
END IF

if(U(J,L).GT.TS(J»then
RP=R( 1)* 1.25
else
RP=R(I)
endif
&

21
23

PSI(J ,L)=-A(J ,L)*U(J,L-I )+(RP- B(J ,L»*U(J ,L)
-C(J,L)*U(J,L+l)+ TBC(L)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
DO 27 L=2,LMAX-I
DO 25 J=2,JMAX-l

if(U(J,L).GT.TS(J»then
RP=R(1)* 1.25
else
RP=R(I)
endif
AA(J-l)=D(J,L)
BB(J-l )=E(J,L)+RP
CC(J-l)=F(J,L)
RR(J-I)=PSI(J,L)
CONTINUE
25
CALL TRIDAG(AA,BB,CC,RR,UU,JMAX-2)
DO 26 J=2,JMAX-l
U(J,L)=UU(J-I)
26
CONTINUE
27
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C****************** SUBROUTINE GAUSSF ******************************
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C*
This subroutine calculates the heat flux perturbation at the*
C* lower boundary as the plate moving over the plume with a speed *
C* of V. The perturbation of the plume is defined by two prameters:*
C* HFMAX and the raduis(RAD=2sigma).
*
C*******************************************************************
SUBROUTINE GAUSSF(TI,DXKM,Q2)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z)
#include "fast.ins.r'
PARAMETER(E=O.DO,SIGMA=I.DO)
DIMENSION F(LMAX),X(LMAX),FAI(LMAX),Q2(LMAX),R(LMAX)

C-----------------------------------------------------------------X(2)=0.
DO 20 L=3,LMAX-I
X(L)=X(L-I )+DXKM
20
CONTINUE
H=(TI*V)* 1O.
!* Convert to km
D=ABS(RAD- H)
DO 22 L=2,LMAX-I
R(L)=SQRT(D*D+X(L)*X(L»
CONTINUE
22
COY =(2.DO*SIGMA)/RAD
DO 25 L=2,LMAX-I
F AI(L )=COV*R(L)
CONTINUE
25
C----------------------- Conver to heat flux purterbatiobn---FMAX=I.EO/(SQRT(2.DO*3.1415926DO)*SIGMA)
FACT=HFMAX/FMAX

C-------------------------------------------------------------

DO 40 L=2,LMAX-I
T=FAI(L)
F(L)=HB+FACT*(I.EO/(SQRT(2.EO*3.1415926EO)*SIGMA»*
&
EXP( -«T -E)**2.EO)/(2.*SIGMA **2.»
40
CONTINUE
DO 45 L=2,LMAX-I
Q2(L)=F(L)* I.E-3
!* convert unit to [W /m*m]
CONTINUE
45
RETURN
END
C--------- SUBROUTINE TIN ---------------------------------------C
This subroutine calculates the initial thermal structure of I
C
Oceanic lithosphere (old) assuming thermal steady-state.
C Thickness is pre-set (YT). It also calculates solidus and liquidus
C (using the formula of McKenzie and Bickle(1988), and stored in
C TS and TL.

C-----------------------------------------------------------------

SUBROUTINE TIN(DY,YT)
IMPLICIT REAL *8(A - H,O-Z)
#include "fast.ins.r'
COMMON/TO/UIN(JMAX,LMAX), TS(JMAX), TL(JMAX)
parameter (GG=IO.O)
dimension gp(JMAX)
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C
C ---- Calculate the thickness of thermal boundary layer--C
YT=90.DO
TM=«HB*YT)/TK)+TTB

C ----------------------------------------------------------

8
10

DY=(YT/(JMAX-2»* 1.0D6
DELT=(TM-TTB)/(JMAX-2)
N=O
DO 10 J=I,JMAX-l
DO 8 L= I ,LMAX
UIN(J,L)=TTB+DELT*FLOAT(N)
CONTINUE
N=N+I
CONTINUE
dym=DY*I.D-3
PP=GG*DENL * I .e-9

do J=I,JMAX
P=PP*float(J-l)*DYM
!* P=pressure in GPa
TS(J)=273.I5 + 1100. + 133.29*P
!* Ts=soiIidus,(K)
TL(J) =273.15+1 736.2+4.343*P+180.* ATAN(P/2.2169)
gp(J)=P
enddo
RETURN
END
C==================================================================
C------------------ SUBROUTINE TOPOG------------------------------C
Isostasy is assumed. The surface effects(topography, geoid
I
C anormaly and heat flux) are due to two parts: thermal expansion I
C of lithosphere and replacement of the bottom of plate. Thermal I
C structure at Time =0.0 is used as the refer(;nce.
I

C------------------------------------------------------------------

SUBROUTINE TOPOG(DXKM, TI, U ,DYM,Q2,FAI,fmext)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
#include "fast.ins.f'
PARAMETER (GN=6.6732d-ll ,GG=9.8,PI=3.141592654,HO=90.,delc=l.d3,
&
a=I.d-3)
COMMON/TO/UIN(JMAX,LMAX), TS(JMAX), TL(JMAX)
DIMENSION U(JMAX,LMAX),HSUM(LMAX),X(LMAX),DH(LMAX),
&FLUXI (LMAX),AH(LMAX),DELA(LMAX), TOTH(LMAX),K(LMAX),
&N(LMAX),H(LMAX),DTDY(LMAX),GEO(LMAX),GEOID(LMAX),F(LMAX),
&Q2(LMAX),FAI(JMAX,LMAX),PRST(LMAX),fmext(JMAX,LMAX)
C
OPEN(UNIT=9,FILE='FASTTOP.OUT')
OPEN(UNIT=8,FILE='FAST.HHF')
OPEN(UNIT= 1O,FILE='FASTTOP.CON')
OPEN(UNIT= II ,FILE='FASTGEOID.CON')
OPEN(UNIT=I2,FILE='FASTHF.CON')
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OPEN(UNIT=17 ,FILE='MELTOT.CON')
FACT=DENA/(DENA- DENW)
FACT2=(DENL-DENA)/(DENL-DENW)
FC1=(PI*GN*(DENL-DENA»/GG
FC2=(PI*GN*BETA *DENL)/GG
DZ=DYM
DD=DXKM
S=TI
C------ found out the thickness of lithosphere thinned by plumeC
DO 2 L=2,LMAX-l
K(L)=O
DO 1 J=2,JMAX-l
IF(U(J,L).GE.TA) THEN
K(L)=K(L)+1
END IF
CONTINUE
IF(K(L).L T.2) THEN
AH(L)=O.
ELSE
AH(L)=FLOAT(K(L)-1 )*DZ* I.E-3
END IF
H(L )=HO-AH(L)
DELA(L)=FACT2* AH(L)* I.E3
GEO(L)=FCI *(HO**2.-H(L)**2.)* I.E6
N(L)=(JMAX-l)-K(L)
2
CONTINUE

C------------------------

9

10

DO 10 L=2,LMAX-l
HSUM(L)=O.O
DTDY(L)=O.O
IF(K(L).L T.2)THEN
N(L)=JMAX-2
ELSE
N(L)=N(L)
END IF
DO 9 J=I,N(L)
TO=.5*(UIN(J,L)+UIN(J+l,L»
Tl=.5*(U(J,L)+U(J+ 1,L»
DELT=Tl-TO
DELH=BETA*DZ*DELT
HSUM(L)=HSUM(L)+DELH
DYY=(FLOAT(J)*DZ)**2.-(FLOA T(J-l )*DZ)**2.
DTY=DELT*DYY
DTDY(L)=DTDY(L)+DTY
CONTINUE
DH(L)=FACT*HSUM(L)
TOTH(L)=DH(L)+DELA(L)
GEOID(L)=FC2*DTDY(L)+GEO(L)
CONTINUE
X(2)=0.0
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DO 15 L=3,LMAX-I
X(L )=X(L-I)+ DD
15
CONTINUE
C-------------------------------------Compute surface heat flux--DO 20 L=2,LMAX-I
FLUXI(L)=«I.E3*TK*(U(2,L)-U(I,L)))/DZ)-HB
F(L )=Q2(L)* I.E3
20
CONTINUE
C
C--------------------- integration of melt thickness
DO L=2,LMAX-I
DMTK=O.
DO J=I,JMAX-2
DMTK=DMTK + (FAI(J,L)+FAI(J+I,L»*.5*DYM*I.D-3
ENDDO
PRST(L)=DMTK
ENDDO
C--------------------- melt thickness (km) stored in PRST(L)
C----------- Calculate melt extraction rate at various times---dxdy=DXKM*(DYM* l.e-3)
fmxy=O.
do J=I,JMAX-2
do L=2,LMAX-2
fmxy=fmxy+ dxdy*(fmext(J,L)+fmext(J+ I ,L)+
&
fmext(J ,L+ I )+fmext(J+ I ,L+ 1»* .25

!* melt in each grid

enddo
enddo
fmrate=fmxy*99.*2.
!* half-slice

!* 99.km=distance in I m.y.,*2 because model is

C----the following bloc calculates melt extraction time. Ref: McKenzie 1985-px=(30./90.)*float(JMAX-l)
npt=int2(px)
faisum=O.O
do J=npt,JMAX-l
faisum=faisum+ F AI(J,2)
enddo
faiavg= faisum/float(JMAX-I-npt)
pmfai=(a*a)*(faiavg**3)/1000.
if (faiavg.eq.O.)then

!* permeability [m]
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th= -1.
else if(faiavg.gt.O.)then
tao=(delc*faiavg)/(pmfai*GG*500.*(I.-faiavg)*(1.-faiavg»
!* [y.]
tao=tao/(365.*24.*3600.)
th=60.*tao* l.e-6

!* [sec]

!* compaction time [m.y.]

endif

C-------------------------------------------------------------------------

16

WRITE(9,*)'UPLIFT AND SURFACE HEAT FLUX OF HOTSPOT SWELL'
WRITE(9, *)' -- ---- - - - - -- - -- - --- - -- ---- - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - -- -- -- '
WRITE(9, 100 I )TI
WRITE(9,*), DIST
DH
TOTH
DN
AH
H.F.
& H.P'
WRITE(9,*)'(KM)
(M)
(M)
(M)
(KM) (mW Im*m)'
DO 16 L=2,LMAX-I
WRITE(9,1002) X(L),DH(L),TOTH(L),GEOID(L),AH(L),FLUX1(L),F(L)
CONTINUE
WRITE(8,'(5FI0.2,DI2.3)')TI,TOTH(2),FLUX1(2),GEOID(2),
PRST(2),fmrate

&

C--------------------------- output for contouring of H,H.F and geoid anomaly
C
DO 30 L=2,LMAX-I
WRITE(10,'(3FI2.3),)S,X(L),TOTH(L)
WRITE(12,'(3FI2.3)')S,X(L),FLUXI(L)
WRITE(II,'(3FI2.3),)S,X(L),GEOID(L)
WRITE( 17,'(3F 12.3 ),)S,X(L ),PRST(L)
30
CONTINUE
1001 FORMAT(IX,'TIME='F8.2)
1002 FORMAT(1F6.2,2F9.2,IFII.2,3FIO.3)
RETURN
END
C================ Subroutine PDA T A ============================
C Write out results of temperature, melt fraction and porosity
C which may be used for contouring.
C==============================================================
SUBROUTINE PDATA(U,FMEL T,fmext,TI,DYKM,DXKM)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
#include "fasUns.f"
dimension U(JMAX,LMAX), T(JMAX,LMAX),X I (JMAX),X2(LMAX)
dimension FMEL T(JMAX,LMAX),fmext(JMAX,LMAX),f 1OO(JMAX,LMAX)
dimension fmexIOO(JMAX,LMAX)
C------------------------------------- Output data files------WRITE(*, 100 I)TI
WRITE(* ,*)' Do you want an output in matrix form U(J,L)? (YIN)'
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READ (*,1002) ANS
IF(ANS.EQ.'N') GO TO 90
WRITE( 4,1001 )TI
WRITE(4, '(IX,A)') 'ADI solution:'
DO 23 J=I,JMAX-I
WRITE( 4,'( 1X, I OF8.1 )') (U(J,L ),L=2,LMAX -I)
23
CONTINUE
1001 FORMAT(IX,'TIME='F8.2)
1002 FORMAT(AI)
C------- The following block creat a output file ready for contouring.
C
90
WRITE(*, *)' Do you want a data file for contour? (YIN)'
READ (*,1002) ANS
IF(ANS.EQ.'N') return
OPEN (UNIT=3,FILE='FAST.CON')
OPEN (UNIT=7,FILE='MELT.CON')
OPEN (UNIT=2,FILE='FMEX.CON')
WRITE(*,*)'Data for contouring stored in FAST.CON'
C
XI(I)=O.O
X2(2)=0.0
DO 30 J=2,JMAX
XI(J)=XI(J-I)+DYKM
30
CONTINUE
DO 35 L=3,LMAX-I
X2(L)=X2(L-I )+DXKM
35
CONTINUE
WRITE(3,1001)TI
WRITE(7 ,IOOI)TI
WRITE(2, I 00 I )TI
DO 40 L=2,LMAX-I
DO 39 J=I,JMAX-I
T(J,L)=U(J,L)-273.l5
!* change temperature to C
fl OO(J,L)=FMELT(J,L)* 100. !* melt fraction in %
fmexlOO(J,L)=fmext(J,L)* I 00.

39
40

WRITE(3,'(lX,3FI0.2),) X2(L),XI(J),T(J,L)
WRITE(7,'(I X,3F I 0.5)') X2(L),XI (J),fl OO(J ,L)
WRITE(2,'(IX,3FIO.5)') X2(L),XI(J),fmexI00(J,L)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE

RETURN
END
C-------------- SUN ROUTINE MELT ----------------------------------C
Calculates melt fraction using the equations of McKenzie and
C Bickle 1988.

C----------·--------------------------------------------------------SUBROUTINE MELT (U ,FMELT ,FAI, TI,DYM,fmext)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
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#include "fast.ins.r'
COMMON/TO/UIN(JMAX,LMAX), TS(JMAX), TL(JMAX)
PARAMETER (DMELT=2800.0,GG=10.0, frs=0.02)
dimension TPRIME(JMAX,LMAX),FMELT(JMAX,LMAX),
&FAI(JMAX,LMAX), U(JMAX,LMAX),fmext(JMAX,LMAX),
&fcumu(JMAX,LMAX),fmrcc(JMAX,LMAX)
open
open
open
open

(unit=14,
(unit=15,
(unit=16,
(unit=13,

file='melt.out')
file='faLout')
file='fmex.out')
file='fcm.out')

Cl=0.4256
C2=2.988
do J=I,JMAX-l
do L=2,LMAX-l
IF(U(J,L).GT.TS(J»THEN
TPRIME(J ,L)=(U(J ,L)-(TS(J)+TL(J))/2.)/(TL(J)-TS(J»
FMELT(J ,L )=0.5+TPRIME(J ,L )+(TPRIME(J ,L )*TPRIME(J ,L )-0.25)
&
*(Cl+C2*TPRIME(J,L»
c

FAI(J,L)=(FMELT(J,L)*DENL)/(DMEL T+FMEL T(J,L)*(DENL-DMEL T»
ELSE
FMELT(J,L)=O.O
FAI(J,L)=O.O
ENDIF
enddo
enddo

C-----------set up records of melt extraction-----IF(TI.eq.l.) THEN
do J=I,JMAX-l
do L=2, LMAX-l
fcumu(J,L)=O.O
fmext(J,L)=O.O
fmrec(J,L)=FMELT(J,L)
enddo
enddo
ELSE IF(TI.gt.l.) THEN
do J=I,JMAX-l
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do L=2, LMAX-I
if(FMELT(J,L).gt.fmrec(J,L» then
fmext(J,L)= FMELT(J,L)-frs-fcumu(J,L)

*! frs=residual melt hold in
*!
the matrix

if(fmext(J,L).lt.O.) fmext(J,L)=O.
fcumu(J,L)=FMELT(J,L)-frs
if(fcumu(J,L).lt.O.) fcumu(J,L)=O.
else
fmext(J,L)=O.
fcumu(J ,L )=fcumu(J ,L)
end if
enddo
enddo
ENDIF
do J=I,JMAX-I
do L=2,LMAX-2
fmrec(J,L)=FMELT(J,L)
FAI(J,L)=(fcumu(J,L)*DENL)j(DMELT+fcumu(J,L)*(DENL-DMELT»
enddo
enddo
write( 14, I 0 I)TI
write( 15, I 0 I)TI
write( 16,10 I)TI
write(l 3, I 0 I )TI
101
format(lx,'TIME='f8.2)
WRITE(14, '(IX,A)') 'melt fraction:'
DO J=I,JMAX-I
WRITE( 14,'( I X, I OF8.5),) (FMEL T(J,L),L=2,LMAX -I)
WRITE(l5,'(IX,IOF8.5)') (FAI(J,L),L=2,LMAX-I)
WRITE(l6,'(IX,IOF8.5)') (fmext(J,L),L=2,LMAX-I)
WRITE( 13,'(1 X, IOF8.5)') (fcumu(J ,L),L=2,LMAX-I)
ENDDO
RETURN
END

c--------------------- SUBROUTINE ADI --------------------------------C
C
C
C
C
C

The ADI method solves the difference equations impilicitly by I
each row in the first half time step and then by columns in the
I
second half time step. In each direction (row and column) the Iinearl
equations are tridiagonal and are solved by calling SUBROUTINE
TRIDAG. Two auxilary grids, UX and UY, are used for simulating
the lower conditions during convective thinning.
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C----------------------------------------------------------------------

SUBROUTINE ADI(U ,R,DX,DY,RA TI02,Q2, UY, UX)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z)
PARAMETER(JJ= II 0, TWO=2.DO,HALF=.5DO)
#include "fast.ins.f"
COMMON/TO/UIN(JMAX,LMAX),TS(JMAX),TL(JMAX)
COMMON/COEF/ A(JMAX,LMAX),B(JMAX,LMAX),C(JMAX,LMAX),
&D(JMAX,LMAX),E(JMAX,LMAX),F(JMAX,LMAX),G(JMAX,LMAX),
&CYN(LMAX)
DIMENSION AA(JJ),BB(JJ),CC(JJ),RR(JJ),UU(JJ),PSI(JJ,JJ),
*
U(JMAX,LMAX),R(LMAX),TBC(JJ),Q2(LMAX),FQ2(LMAX),
*
UY(JMAX,LMAX), UX(JMAX,LMAX)
C --------------------------- set lower boundary conditions---------DO 6 L=2,LMAX-I
U(JMAX,L)=U(JMAX-I,L)+ (DY*I.D-3*Q2(L»/TK
UX(JMAX,L)=U(JMAX,L)
UY(JMAX,L)=U(JMAX,L)
6
CONTINUE
C
C----Set auxiliary grid line for the bottom boundarie-----C
DO 10 L=2,LMAX-I
FQ2(L )=(DY* I.D- 3*Q2(L »/TK
10
CONTINUE
C********************** SOLVE D.F. EQUATIONS BY ROWS (TIME= N+.5)********
DO 16 L=2,LMAX-I
DO 15 J=2,JMAX-I
if(U(J,L).GT.TS(J»then
RP=R( 1)* 1.25
else
RP=R(l)
endif

15
16

PSI(J,L)=-D(J,L)*UY(J-I ,L)+(RP-E(J,L»*UY(J ,L)
-F(J,L)*UY(J+I,L)
* CONTINUE
CONTINUE
DO 19 J=2,JMAX-l
DO 17 L=2,LMAX-I
if(U(J,L).GT.TS(J»then
RP=R( 1)* 1.25
else
RP=R(I)
end if
AA(L-l)=A(J,L)
BB(L-I )=B(J ,L)+RP
CC(L-l)=C(J,L)
RR(L-I )=PSI(J,L)-G(J,L)
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17

CONTINUE
BB(I )=BB(I )-(CYN(2)+(I .DO/RATI02»
BB(LMAX-2)=BB(LMAX-2)-(I.DO/RATI02)+CYN(LMAX-I)
CALL TRIDAG(AA,BB,CC,RR,UU,LMAX-2)
DO 18 L=2,LMAX-I
U(J,L)=UU(L- I)
18
CONTINUE
19
CONTINUE
c----------------------------------- set convection cond -DO 60 J=2,JMAX-I
DO 55 L=2,LMAX-I
IF(U(J,L).GE.TA) THEN
U(J,L)=TA
UX(J,L)=U(J,L+I)+DSQRT(RATI02)*FQ2(L)
ELSE
UX(J,L)=U(J,L)
END IF
55
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
60
C
C ********* SOLVE BY THE COLUMN (TIME=N+I) *******
C
C--- Set the auxiliary grid lines to the two adiabatic ends:
C
DO 50 J=2,JMAX-I
U(J,I)=U(J,2)
U(J,LMAX)=U(J,LMAX- I)
UX(J,I)=UX(J,2)
UX(J,LMAX)=UX(J,LMAX-I)
50
CONTINUE

C ------------------------------DO 23 J=2,JMAX-I
DO 21 L=2,LMAX-I
IF(J.EQ.2) THEN
TBC(L)=TTB
ELSE IF(J.EQ.JMAX-I) THEN
TBC(L)=UX(JMAX,L)
ELSE
TBC(L)=O.O
END IF
if(U(J,L).GT.TS(J»then
RP=R( 1)* I .25
else
RP=R(I)
endif

&
21
23

PSI(J ,L)=-A(J,L)*UX(J ,L- I )+(RP-B(J ,L»*UX(J ,L)
-C(J,L)*UX(J,L+I)+ TBC(L)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
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DO 27 L=2,LMAX-I
DO 25 J=2,JMAX-I
if(U(J,L).GT.TS(J»then
RP=R( 1)* 1.25
else
RP=R(l)
endif

25

AA(J-I)=D(J,L)
BB(J-I)=E(J,L)+RP
CC(J-l)=F(J,L)
RR(J-l)=PSI(J,L)
CONTINUE
CALL TRIDAG(AA,BB,CC,RR,UU,JMAX-2)
DO 26 J=2,JMAX-I
U(J,L)=UU(J-I)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE

26
27
C
C-------------- set convection boundary condo
C
DO 70 J=2,JMAX-I
DO 65 L=2,LMAX-l
IF(U(J,L).GE.TA) THEN
U(J,L)=TA
UY(J,L)=U(J-l,L)+FQ2(L)
ELSE
UY(J,L)=U(J,L)
END IF
65
CONTINUE
70
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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B2. Thermal-chemical model
****************************.*.******** ••• ******.* ••••••• ** •• ********
• This program solves the coupled ODEs of a point-source steady state
* plume due to thermal and chemical diffusion in cylindrical coordinates.
* Shooting method is used to
* solve the two-point boundary value problem, with fourth Range-Kutta
* integration and fixed step length.
********.*****.** •• *.**.*.******.*******.*****************************
PARAMETER (NV AR=5,ITRMAX=1 OOOO,EPS=I .OE-6,N2= I ,DELT A= I.OE-3)
parameter (dx=I.Oe···4)
*
COMMON /PATH/ XX(500),YY(1O,500)
common PR,GRR,RLE
DIMENSION Y(NV AR), vol(500),CC(500)
Dimension V(N2),DEL V(N2),F(N2),DV(N2)
character FILENAME

*
*
*
*01

WRITE(*,*)'ENTER THE OUTPUT FILE NAME:'
READ(*, I 0 I )FILENAME
open( unit= 7,file='p3d.out')
FORMAT(AIO)

*

*----- Set up the initial values of f'(O), eta(maximum)--

*

WRITE(* ,*),Enter the guessed value of f**(o):'
READ(·,*) YTRY
WRITE(*, *),Enter the ET A(max):'
READ (*,*) ETMAX
write(*, *),Enter the value of Prandtl number:'
read (*, *)PR
write(*,*),Enter Schmidt number and N(Grashof ratio):'
read (*,*) SC,GRR

*------------------------RLE = SC/PR
NSTEP=200
XI= 0.0
X2= ETMAX
DO J=I,N2
V(J)=YTRY
DEL V(J)=DEL T A
ENDDO

*

*------------Pass into SHOOT scheme.tion scheme.

*

itr=O

C

105

CALL SHOOT(NVAR, V ,DEL V,N2,XI ,X2,EPS,F,DV ,NSTEP)
ITR=ITR+l
IF«ABS(DV( 1) ).GT.EPS).AND.(ITR.LT.ITRMAX) )THEN
GO TO 105
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*
*

ELSE IF(ITR.GE.lTRMAX) THEN
WRITE(*, '( 1X,A,I 1O,A)')'CONVERGENCY NOT ACHIVED AFTER' ,ITRMAX,
& 'ITERATIONS'
GO TO 999
END IF

*----------------------------------*

999
DO 30 I=I,NSTEP,2
CC(I)= YY(4,1)**RLE
vol(I)= YY(2,I)/(XX(I)+ 1.Oe-6)
WRITE(7, '( e 10.2, 1X,6e 11.3 )')XX(I),(YY(J ,I),J= I ,4 ),CC(I), vol(I)
30
CONTINUE
write(*,'(1 x,a,it O)')'irt=' ,itr
DELETA= (X2-XI)/NSTEP
PP=O.O
DO I=I,NSTEP
PP=PP+ YY(2,I)*YY( 4,I)*DELETA
ENDDO
WRITE(* ,'(IX,A,EII.2)')'Ip =' ,PP
STOP
END
***************************************************************
SUBROUTINE SHOOT(NV AR, V ,DEL V ,N2,X I ,X2,EPS,F,DV ,NSTEP)
*======================================================* SHOOT
PARAMETER (NP=20)
COMMON /PATH/ XX(500),YY(10,500)
common PR
DIMENSION V(N2),DELV(N2),F(N2),DV(N2),DFDV(NP,NP),INDX(NP)
DIMENSION Y(5)
EXTERNAL DERIVS,RK4
CALL LOAD(X I, V, Y)
CALL RKDUMB(Y,NV AR,XI ,X2,NSTEP,DERIVS,RK4)
CALL SCORE(X2,Y,F)
DO 12 IV=I,N2
SAV=V(IV)
V(IV)=V(IV)+DEL V(IV)
CALL LOAD(Xl, V, Y)
CALL RKDUMB(Y ,NV AR,X I ,X2,NSTEP,DERIVS,RK4)
CALL SCORE(X2,Y,DV)
DO 11 I=I,N2
DFDV(I,IV)=(DV(I)- F(I»/DEL V(IV)
II
CONTINUE
V(IV)=SAV
12
CONTINUE
DO 13 IV=I,N2
DV(IV)=-F(IV)
13
CONTINUE
CALL LUDCMP(DFDV,N2,NP,INDX,DET)
CALL LUBKSB(DFDV,N2,NP,INDX,DV)
DO 14 IV=I,N2
V(IV)=V(IV)+DV(IV)
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14

CONTINUE
RETURN
END
*=================================================== LOAD
SUBROUTINE LOAD(XI,V,Y)
*========================================================
* Load the initial values of Y(i) at XI, the starting point of integration.
*=:======================================================
DIMENSION Y(5), V(I)
C
Y(I)= 0.0
Y(2)= 0.0
Y(3)= V(I)
Y(4)= 1.0
Y(5)= 0.0
C
RETURN
END
*=======,,===========================================RKDUMB
SUBR.oUTINE RKDUMB(Y,NV AR,XI ,X2,NSTEP,DERIVS,RK4)
PARAMETER (NMAX=10)
COMMON /PATH/ XX(500),YY(10,500)
common PR
DIMENSION Y(NVAR),V(NMAX),DV(NMAX)
EXTERNAL DERIVS
DO 11 I=I,NVAR
V(I)=Y(I)
YY(I,I)=V(I)
11
CONTINUE
XX(1)=Xl
X=XI
H=(X2-Xl)/NSTEP
DO 13 K=I,NSTEP
CALL DERIVS(X,V,DV)
CALL RK4(V ,DV ,NV AR,X,H, V ,DERIVS)
IF(X+H.EQ,X)PAUSE 'Stepsize not significant in RKDUMB.'
X=X+H
XX(K+l)=X
DO 12 1=I,NVAR
YY(I,K+l)=V(I)
12
CONTINUE
13
CONTINUE

*

*-- Now we store the values of Y(i)s' at X2 in Y and ready to be used in SCORE.

*

DO 21 I=I,NVAR
Y(I)= YY(I,NSTEP)
21
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
*===============================================================*RK4
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SUBROUTINE RK4(Y,DYDX,NV AR,X,H, YOUT,DERIVS)
PARAMETER (N=5, NMAX=20)
common PR
DIMENSION Y(N),DYDX(N), YOUT(N), YT(NMAX),DYT(NMAX),DYM(NMAX)
HH=H*0.5
H6=Hj6.
XH=X+HH
DO 11 I=I,N
YT{I)= Y(I)+HH*DYDX(I)
11
CONTINUE
CALL DERIVS(XH,YT,DYT)
DO 12 I=I,N
YT(I)= Y(I)+HH*DYT(I)
12
CONTINUE
CALL DERIVS(XH,YT,DYM)
DO 13 I=I,N
YT(I)= Y(I)+ H*DYM(I)
DYM(I)=DYT(I)+DYM(I)
13
CONTINUE
CALL DERIVS(X+H,YT,DYT)
DO 14 I=I,N
YOUT(I)= Y(I)+ H6*(DYDX(I)+ DYT(I)+2. *DYM(I»
14
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
*===========================================================*DERIVS
SUBROUTINE DERIVS (X,Y,DYDX)
PARAMETER ( DX= 1.0E-02)
common PR,GRR,RLE
DIMENSION Y(5),DYDX(5)

*

IF(X.EQ.O.O)THEN
R=X + DX
ELSE
R=X
END IF

*

*

DYDX(I)=Y(2)
DYDX(2)=Y(3)
DYDX(3)= «1.0-Y{l»j(R**2»*(R*Y(3)-Y(2» - R*Y(4)
& - R*GRR*(Y(4)**RLE)
DYDX(4)= Y(5)
D5 = PR*(Y(2)*Y(4) + Y(I)*Y(5»
DYDX(5)= -(1.0jR)*(D5 + Y(5»

RETURN
END
*===========================================================* SCORE
SUBROUTINE SCORE(X2,Y,F)
dimension F(I),Y(5)
C
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F(l)=Y(2)/X2

*

RETURN
END
*===========================================================* L UDCMP
SUBROUTINE LUDCMP(A,N,NP,INDX,D)
PARAMETER (NMAX=IOO,TINY=I.OE-20)
DIMENSION A(NP ,NP),INDX(N), VV(NMAX)
D=l.
DO 12 I=I,N
AAMAX=O.
DO 11 J=I,N
IF (ABS(A(I,J».GT.AAMAX) AAMAX=ABS(A(I,J))
II
CONTINUE
IF (AAMAX.EQ.O.) PAUSE 'Singular matrix.'
VV(I)= 1./AAMAX
12
CONTINUE
DO 19 J=I,N
IF (J.GT.l) THEN
DO 14 1=I,J-l
SUM=A(I,J)
IF (I.GT.l)THEN
DO 13 K=I,I-l
SUM=SUM-A(I,K)* A(K,J)
13
CONTINUE
A(I,J)=SUM
ENDIF
14
CONTINUE
ENDIF
AAMAX=O.
DO 16 I=J,N
SUM=A(I,J)
IF (J.GT.I)THEN
DO 15 K=I,J-l
SUM=SUM-A(I,K)* A(K,J)
15
CONTINUE
A(I,J)=SUM
ENDIF
DUM= VV(I)* ABS(SUM)
IF (DUM.GE.AAMAX) THEN
IMAX=I
AAMAX=DUM
ENDIF
16
CONTINUE
IF (J.NE.lMAX)THEN
DO 17 K=I,N
DUM=A(IMAX,K)
A(IMAX,K)=A(J ,K)
A(J,K)=DUM
17
CONTINUE
D=-D
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VV(IMAX)= VV(J)
ENDIF
1~i)}{{J)=IMAX

IF(J.NE.N)THEN
IF(A(J,J).EQ.O.)A(J,J)=TINY
DUM=I.j A(J,J)
DO 18 I=J+l,N
A(I,J)=A(I,J)*DUM
18
CONTINUE
ENDIF
19
CONTINUE
IF(A(N ,N).EQ.O.)A(N ,N)=TINY
RETURN
END
*===============================================* LUBKSB
SUBROUTINE LUBKSB(A,N,NP,INDX,B)
DIMENSION A(NP ,NP),INDX(N),B(N)
11=0
DO 12 I=I,N
LL=INDX(I)
SUM=B(LL)
B(LL)=B(I)
IF (II.NE.O)THEN
DO 11 J=II,I-l
SUM=SUM-A(I,J)*B(J)
11
CONTINUE
ELSE IF (SUM.NE.O.) THEN
11=1
ENDIF
B(I)=SUM
12
CONTINUE
DO 14 I=N,I,-I
SUM=B(I)
IF(I.L T.N)THEN
DO 13 J=I+I,N
SUM=SUM-A(I,J)*B(J)
13
CONTINUE
ENDIF
B(I)=SUM/ A(I,I)
14
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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B3. Plume melting monel

C----------------------------------------------------------

C
Calculates melt fraction in mantle plume using the
C equations of McKenzie and Bickle 1988.

C------------------··---------------------------------------#include "plumeIt.ins.f'
dimension T(JMAX,LMAX),TS(JMAX),TL(JMAX),Xl(LMAX),X2(JMAX),
&z(JMAX), TPRIME(JMAX,LMAX),FMELT(JMAX,LMAX),FAI(JMAX,LMAX)
open (unit=14, file='t.out')
open (unit=15, file='f.out')
open (unit=7,file='fm.out')
open (unit=9,file='sl.out')
call SOLIDUS(TS,TL,dy,z)
call TIN(T,dy,dx)
do J=I,JMAX
write(9, *)TS(J), T(J, 1),z(J)
enddo

*------------------------------CI=0.4256
C2=2.988
do J=I,JMAX
do L=I,LMAX
IF(T(J,L).GT.TS(J»THEN
TPRIME(J,L)=(T(J,L)-(TS(J)+TL(J»/2.)/(TL(J)-TS(J))
FMELT(J,L)=O.5+TPRIME(J ,L)+(TPRIME(J ,L)*TPRIME(J ,L)-0.25)
&
*(CI+C2*TPRIME(J,L»
FAI(J,L)=(FMEL T(J,L)*DENL)/(DMELT+FMEL T(J,L)*(DENL-DMEL T»
ELSE
FMEL T(J ,L)=O.O
FAI(J,L)=O.O
ENDIF
enddo
enddo
do J=I,JMAX
do L=I,LMAX
FMELT(J,L)= FMELT(J,L)* 100.
enddo
enddo
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DO J=I,JMAX
WRITE(7,'( I X,I OF8.5)') (FMEL T(J,L ),L= I,LMAX)
ENDDO
*------------ Store T and Mmelt for contour ----C

XI(I)=O.O
X2(I)=90.0

30

DO 30 L=2,LMAX
XI(L)=XI(L-I)+dx
CONTINUE

35

DO 35 J=2,JMAX
X2(J)=X2(J -I )+dy
CONTINUE

39
40

DO 40 J=I,JMAX
DO 39 L= I,LMAX
WRITE(14,'(IX,3FJO.2)') X2(J),XI(L),T(J,L)
WRITE(I5,'(IX,3FIO.2)') X2(J),XI(L),FMELT(J,L)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE

stop
END
C============== SUBROUTINE SOLIDUS =======================
subroutine SOLIDUS(TS, TL,dy ,z)
#include "plumelt.ins.f'
PARAMETER (XI=1100.,X2=1900., XACC=O.OI,G=JO.)
DIMENSION TS(JMAX),z(JMAX),gp(JMAX), TL(JMAX)
external FUNCD
dy=(zb-zt)/(JMAX-I)
PP=G*DENM* l.e-6
do J=I,JMAX
z(J)=zt + float(J-1 )*dy
p=pp·z(J)
!* P=pressure in GPa
TL(J) =1736.2+4.343*P+180.* ATAN(P/2.2169)
gp(J)=P
TS(J)=RTNEWT(FUNCD,X I ,X2,XACC,P)
enddo
return
END
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c--------------------------------------------

FUNCTION RTNEWT(FUNCD,XI,X2,XACC,P)
PARAMETER (JMAX=20)
RTNEWT=.S*(XI+X2)
DO II J=I,JMAX
CALL FUNCD(RTNEWT,F ,DF ,P)
DX=F/DF
RTNEWT=RTNEWT-DX
C
IF«XI-RTNEWT)*(RTNEWT-X2).LT.0.)PAUSE 'jumped out of brackets'
IF(ABS(DX).L T.XACC) RETURN
II
CONTINUE
PAUSE 'X exceeding maximum iterations'
END
C==========================
SUBROUTINE FUNCD(X,FN,DF,P)
C
C
FN= (X-I 100.)/136. + 4.968E-4*EXP(1.2E-2*(X-IIOO.» - P
DF= 1./136. + 4.968E-4*EXP(1.2E-2*(X-llOO.»*1.2E-2
C
RETURN
END
*================================ END OF SUBROUTINE SOLIDUS==*
C
C================ SUBROUTINE TIN ===========================
subroutine TIN(T,dy,dx)
#include "plumelt.ins.f"
PARAMETER(E=0.,SIGMA=I.,pi=3.14IS9)
DIMENSION F(LMAX),T(JMAX,LMAX),rr(LMAX),R(LMAX)
open (unit=8,fiIe='t90.dat')

C----------------------------------dx=RADIUS/(LMAX-I)
DO L=I,LMAX

R(L)=FLOAT(L-I )*dx
rr(L )=R(L )*2./RADIUS
ENDDO
FMAX=I./(SQRT(2.*pi)*SIGMA)
FACT=DT/FMAX

C------------------------------------------------------------DO L=I,LMAX
U=rr(L)
F(L)=Tb + FACT*(FMAX*EXP(-«U-E)**2.)/2.»
ENDDO

C

do L=I,LMAX
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T(I,L)= F(L)
enddo
do J=2,JMAX
do L=I,LMAX
T(J,L)=T(I,L) + fIoat(J-I)*dy*dtdy
enddo
enddo
do L=I,LMAX
write(8,*)R(L),f(L)
enddo
return
END
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